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Abstract 

This research paper examines stock price reactions to the changes in cash dividend payments 

for mature companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). 

Prior South African research studies have employed the Market Model and Mean-Adjusted 

Return Model of event study to estimate "normal return" of the companies listed on the JSE. 

This study has employed the Market-Adjusted Return Model and short event window (-5, +5) 

to test the effect of dividend changes. The empirical results are based on 48 samples of 

mature companies with regular half yearly cash dividend records during the 2000- 2004 

period. 

Using 4741 dividend change observations, it was found that the stock price reactions to 

increase announcements were greater than those for decrease announcements over the entire 

event days. It was further found that the stronger positive market reactions were associated 

with those announcements of larger percentage increases in dividends. These results lead to 

support the existence of the Dividend Signalling Hypothesis. 

The evidence also indicates that the positive price reactions to final increases were greater 

than for interim increases. Conversely, the market did not bid down prices in the light of 

unfavourable, less than 50% final decreases, over the days -1, 0, and + 1. These results 

enable us to gain a new insight into stock price behaviour around event date. 

With respect to the stock price effects, it was found that lower-priced stocks had a greater 

reaction to dividend changes than higher-priced stocks during the post-announcement days. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Dividend policy is a company's policy decision regarding the amount of earnings paid to 

stockholders as opposed to being retained for reinvestment in the company. In determining 

the portion of earnings to be paid as dividends, factors such as the availability of cash, the 

current investment opportunities, the financing resources, and taxation are considered. It 

has been shown that the life cycle stage of the company influences the dividend policy. 

Growing companies pay smaller dividends while mature companies pay larger dividends 

(Grullon, Michaely, and Swaminathan (2002». On the other side, investors with different 

demands will make different decisions. 

The South African study by Henn and Smit (2002) found that depending on the price index 

investigated, there is only 0.006% and 4% stock price movement explained by South African 

economic news available to the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). The market is not a 

reliable price-setter, as it frequently, and sometimes significantly, misinterprets the economic 

signals it receives. Therefore it is assumed that it is possible for the investors to outperform 

the market. The company's news reporting and announcements are conventionally 

perceived as the provision of information that might help the reasonably well-informed and 

diligent investor to make buy-hold-sell decisions. Investors traditionally measure the 

company's performance from published dividend per share (DPS) and earnings per share 

(EPS) information. EPS is subject to accounting manipulation and therefore does not 

provide clear performance information that drive value (Miller and Rock (1985) and Dechow, 

Sloan, and Sweeney (1996», whereas the companies that can afford to payout dividends are 

generating cash, especially those companies with stable and increased records of dividend 

payments. Therefore the dividend announcement, which embodies the company's dividend 

policy, has significant implications for the stock market participants. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

Since the pioneering work of John Lintner (1956) and Miller & Modigliani (1961), there has 

been extensive research on dividend announcements with the majority of the empirical 

studies focused on the US stock market. Empirical results vary according to the different 

research methodologies, stock market mechanisms, tax regimes, and history periods. 

Several streams of theories have been developed to explain the different phenomena with 

dominant theories clustered around two major research themes. The first theme includes 

the Dividend Signalling Hypothesis (Lintner (1956), Fama and Babiak (1968), Pettit (1972 

and 1976), Charest (1978a and 1978b), Bhattacharya (1979 and 1980), Kalay (1980), Miller 

and Rock (1985), Aharony, Falk, and Swary (1988), Fama and French (1988, 1992, 1993, 

and 1996), Impson (1997), Gurgul, Majdosz, and Mestel (2003), Skinner (2003), Wang 

(2004), and Brav, Graham, Harvey, and Michaely (2004), etc.) and Dividend Irrelevance 

Theory (Miller and Modigliani (1961) and Watts (1973, 1976a, and 1976b), Higgins (1974a), 

Black and Scholes (1974), Miller and Scholes (1978 and 1982), Gonedes (1978), and 

Penman (1983), DeAngelo, DeAngelo and Skinner (1992, 1996, 2000, and 2002), Benartzi, 

Michaely and Thaler (1997». The second theme includes the Dividend Clientele 

Hypothesis (Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979 and 1982), Bajaj and Vijh (1990), Denis, 

Denis, and Sarin (1994), Kalay and Michaely (2000), Allen, Bernardo, and Welch (2000) 

Brav, and Graham, Harvey, and Michaely (2004» and Tax Preference Theory (Kato and 

Loewenstein (1995) and Baker, Powell, and Viet (2002». Certain research has focused on 

dividend stability and the determinant of dividend policy (Blume (1980), Keirn (1983 and 

1985), Gombola and Liu (1993), Gentry and Mayer (2003), etc.). 

It is largely accepted that the change in dividend announcements convey valuable 

information to the market participants. The proponents of Dividend Signalling Hypothesis 

and their prior work are summarized in the next chapter. 

Event Study Methodology is the most widely employed financial economic method to test 

market reactions to new information such as dividend change announcements, and Capital 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and a variety of Market Models are used to assess expected or 

normal returns. Earlier studies relied more on using basic CAPM and single factor Market 

Model (Lintner (1965), Knight and Affleck-Graves (1987), and Ball and Kothari (1989), 

Impson (1997), etc.) to test this line of financial theories. The basic CAPM and traditional 

Market Model are later criticized as supplying too simple regressions «Pettit, 1972) and 

Fama and French (1992, 1993, and 1996)). Thereafter Christie (1990) applied the 

CAPM-adjusted Model (Size-based Expected-returns Model); and Fama and French (1993 

and 1996) derived the famous Three-factor Model. The DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner 

(1995) study applied Growth-adjusted Model. The Gurgul, Majdosz, and Mestel (2003) 

study conducted the GARCH Non-linear Stochastic Time-series Model. Wang (2004) 

employed the Propensity score matching method. Some other studies also attempted to use 

questionnaires (long, Dijk, and Veld (2002)) and interviews (Brav, Graham, Harvey, and 

Michaely (2004)) to gather evidence. 

In estimating the information content of dividend change announcements, a significant 

barrier still exists. It is not possible to isolate the effects of dividend announcements from 

the effects of other company announcements or from the effects of macroeconomic factors 

which had given, or were giving the potential effects on the stock prices during the 

announcement periods studied (Charest (1978 a and 1978 b)). 

In order to reduce the influence of other macroeconomic factors, this study has used strict 

data selection criteria and a short-term (-5, +5) event window to examine if the changes in 

dividend announcements convey useful information on the JSE, which will be reflected by 

stock price reaction immediately following a public dividend changes announcement. The 

five-year period from January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2004 has been used for this study. 

This study has followed and attempted to extend the work of South African research by using 

the Market-Adjusted Return Model of event study which was not used by prior researchers. 

In earlier research most South African studies: for example, Ooms, Archer and Smit (1987), 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

Knight and Affleck-Graves (1987), and Bhana (1991 a), applied Market Model in dividend 

research on the JSE. The subsequent Bhana (1991 b) study used Cumulative Sum Analysis 

Methodology and Random Coefficient Regression Model. Most recently, the Bhana (2002) 

study employed Mean-Adjusted Return Model. 

By using a wider array of methods and different data sources to test financial theory, the 

validity of prior evidence would be either confirmed or invalidated. As each method and 

data interval has its advantage and disadvantage, financial theories could be developed. 

In addition to the descriptive statistics of the sample companies, this study examines the 

following four separate tests of the data: 

The first test measures different market responses to dividend increases and decreases. The 

market reactions are positively related to dividend changes, indicating that market 

participants interpret dividend increases as positive signals, and vice versa. 

The second test examines dividend changes' size effects. A stronger positive relationship 

was found between stock returns and the percentage change of dividend increases. This 

finding is further confirmed by the evidence of the next test derived from the interim ACAR 

and final ACAR relative to percentage changes of dividends respectively. These results are 

also consistent with the finding of the South Africa Bhana (1991) study that the market reacts 

drastically to the large dividend changes on the JSE. 

In South Africa, dividend payments are usually made twice a year. The third test involves 

the estimation of market reactions to interim and final dividend announcements. Consistent 

with the Balachandran (2001) study, data indicate that interim dividend reductions have 

greater impact on market reactions. Moreover, it was found that final announcements of 

dividend increase triggered greater market response than interim announcements of dividend 

Increase. By using daily data, this research will further compare stock price fluctuations 

versus the percentage change in interim and final dividend announcements for listed 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

companies on the JSE. 

The fourth test measures market price size effects, since the different stock price size would 

have contributed to the impact of dividend announcements. Greater market reactions are 

found to be associated with lower-priced (less than 1000 cents per share) companies than for 

higher-priced (greater than 5000 cents per share) and medium-priced companies. 

The findings from these four tests provide support to the existing dividend signalling 

hypothesis. 

Average Abnormal Returns (AAR) and Average Cumulative Abnormal Returns (ACAR) 

from a standard market-adjusted model are used to assess the effects of dividend change 

announcements. This is evaluated by using the T - test to determine the statistical 

significance of average abnormal returns. The standard deviation (S.D.) is also used to 

indicate the volatility of abnormal returns. 

1.2 Purpose of Present Study 

The results in this study may be especially useful to investors because stocks in emerging 

markets have more upside/downside potential than mature markets (Fama and French (1998)) 

and this paper may give insight into how stock prices may fluctuate in response to the 

changes in dividend announcement. The possible explanations for the existence of the 

abnormal returns triggered by dividend changes could provide helpful information for both 

shareholders and company managers in South Africa. 

This topic IS important because it exammes the importance of dividend changes in 

determining short-run stock price around their announcements. The significance of this 

research is not to confirm previous research in this area, but to present some implications for 

market participants with respect to dividend announcements. 

The study contributes to the dividend related literature by employing Market-Adjusted 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

Model of event study to test the dividend change effect on the JSE, which differs from 

previous South African research which did not apply Market-Adjusted Model. 

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter Two introduces dominant 

theory and summarizes the previous studies that have been done around the world on the 

impact of dividend announcements. Chapter Three provides the methodological details and 

data description. Chapter Four summarizes the empirical tests to reveal the market reaction 

to dividend change announcements, different impact of interim and final dividend 

announcements, and the effect of percentage change and stock price. This chapter also 

documents the results obtained using selected data. Finally, Chapter Five provides 

conclusions and discusses further research. 
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CHAPTER 2 Review o(Prior Studies 

2 Review of Prior Studies 

2.1 Theoretical Background to the Major Theories 

2.1.1 Dividend Irrelevance Theory 

Miller and Modigliani (1961) argued that investors are indifferent between dividends and 

capital gains, and therefore Dividend policy is irrelevant in determining value. A 

company's value is only determined by its basic earning power and its business risk. This 

initial study made a number of restrictive assumptions including perfect capital markets, 

rational behaviour, and perfect certainty. 

In this study, "perfect capital markets" has the following presumptions: 

>- No one can be large enough to rule the stock price from his transaction. 

>- Everyone has the identical and costless access to information regarding the 

company's future earnings and dividends. 

>- No taxes, brokerage costs, and other transaction costs. 

The precise meaning of "rational behaviour" is that investors always prefer more wealth to 

less and do not mind the form of their wealth increment from holding stocks. 

"Perfect certainty" is defined as the assurance of the future investment and profits. 

Under these strict assumptions, once a company pays an amount of dividends less than or 

more than an investor expected, the investor can convert the company's dividend policy to 

his own dividend policy by selling or buying the company's stock. Theoretically, from a 

company's standpoint, dividend payout will reduce the earnings and dividends growth rate, 

for one dollar of dividends payout will reduce the company's stock price by one dollar. 
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CHAPTER 2 Review o[Prior Studies 

This means that dividend policy is irrelevant. 

Since taxes, brokerage costs, and transaction costs exist m the real world, dividend 

irrelevance theory is widely questioned and is subject to numerous studies. It will be 

mentioned later that a majority of studies support Dividend Signalling Hypothesis. 

Findings of these earlier studies suggested that a change in the dividend announcement is 

usually followed by a change in the stock price in the same direction. Conversely, some of 

the studies showed that Dividend Irrelevance Theory still holds even in the real world. The 

prior empirical results came to a mixed conclusion. 

2.1.2 Dividend Clientele Hypothesis 

Miller and Modigliani (1961) also acknowledged that imperfections in the real world, such 

as the tax differential in favour of capital gains and the existence of brokerage fees, make the 

"clientele effect" work. Subsequently, Black and Scholes (1974) argued that changes in 

dividend do not have a permanent effect on stock price. On the contrary, investors do take 

tax into account in making investment decisions. 

Following the above initial finding, a major belief of the Dividend Clientele Hypothesis is 

that different clientele prefer different dividend payout policies given differential tax rates 

across the clientele of investors (Black and Scholes (1974), Litzenberger and Ramaswamy 

(1979 and 1982), Bajaj and Vijh (1990), Denis, Denis, and Sarin (1994), and Allen, Bernardo, 

and Welch (2000)). 

According to the Dividend Clientele Hypothesis, the investors in low tax brackets would 

invest in the high dividend payout companies' stocks. Conversely, the investors who do 

not need dividend income and in high tax brackets would like to hold low dividend payout 

companies' stocks because of income-smoothing or tax considerations. Therefore each 

company would tend to attract the clientele who desire its particular dividend policy. 

Once the company changes its dividend policy, the investors who do not like the new 
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CHAPTER 2 Review o[Prior Studies 

dividend policy will sell stocks to the others who like these. Although Miller and 

Modigliani (1961) argued that one clientele would be entirely as good as another in terms of 

the value it would imply for the company, considering the existence of transaction fees and 

then the probability of decline of share price, management might be reluctant to change its 

dividend policy. 

2.1.3 Tax Preference Theory 

Taxes are one of the important market imperfections. Based on the differential tax 

treatment between dividend income and capital gains, the proponents (Kato and Loewenstein 

(1995)) of Tax Preference Theory argued that because capital gains have historically been 

taxed more favourably than dividends, investors may prefer a low dividend payout to a high 

dividend payout. Thus the changes in dividend announcement may have tax implications 

that are reflected in stock price movements and mean that dividend increases are expected to 

trigger a negative stock price reaction. 

Contrary to most of the developed countries, in South Africa dividend incomes are tax free 

in the hands of individuals. Clearly this regulation of dividend taxes will benefit individual 

dividend receivers. From this point, South African individual investors may pursue high 

dividend payout companies or the increases in dividend may trigger positive stock price 

reaction. The JSE market reactions to dividend increase announcements will be detailed in 

this study. 

2.1.4 Dividend 

Hypothesis 

Information Content, or Signalling, 

Miller and Modigliani (1961) Dividend Irrelevance Theory has been questioned because of 

the imperfections in the real economy where management is likely to know much more 

information about the company's future profitability than outside investors would know. 

The Dividend Signalling Hypothesis agrees that dividend policy reflects managements' 
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CHAPTER 2 Review o[Prior Studies 

superior information concerning their interpretation of the companies' recent performance 

and their expectation of future prospects. So dividend policy has been recognized as an 

information transmission mechanism, an increase in dividends indicates good news about the 

future profitability of the company and often is accompanied by an increase in the stock's 

pnce. And conversely, a decrease in the dividends indicates that management is forecasting 

poor profitability of the company and thus is accompanied by a decrease in the stock's price. 

2.1.5 Capital Asset Pricing Model 

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) has been regarded as the most important asset 

pricing model in the world for around thirty years. It has been acknowledged as a good 

average return and risk measurement in finance and thus has been widely adopted to test the 

effect of new information such as dividend announcements. 

CAPM describes the relationship between risk and expected return that is used in the risky 

securities market. In short, CAPM says that the expected return of a security or a portfolio 

equals the rate on a risk-free security plus a risk premium. According to CAPM the return 

expected from any individual risky security is given by the equation: 

Where: Rj = The expected return on security j 

Rf = Risk free rate 

Pj = Beta of security j 

Rm = Expected market return 

CAPM is a true theoretical model (Armitage (1995)). It will only be valid within a series of 

standard assumptions, such as the following: 
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CHAPTER 2 Review o{Prior Studies 

1. The investors are all risk averse and have homogeneous expectations. 

2. All the investors have the same information resources about the securities' returns 

at the same time. 

3. A11 the investors are able to borrow and lend unlimited amounts at a constant and 

same rate, which is a risk free rate. 

4. All the securities are priced in a perfect market. There are no taxes, no transaction 

fees, no restrictions on the short sale of securities etc. 

5. The quantities of securities that investors hold are fixed in the certain period. 

Since the 1990's, CAPM has been doubted by some researchers as gives a too simplistic 

view of the securities' market. It is insufficient to explain the effect of other factors. 

Fama and French (1992, 1993, and 1996) are the central researchers that criticized CAPM in 

detail. They suggested that expected returns should be impacted by mUltiple risk factors 

and so tested some risk factors, such as size, book to market equity, value-growth, 

price-earning, cash flow-price, and dividend-price risk factor. Fama and French's theory 

holds up we11 in both the domestic market and international market. 

Actua11y, evidence against CAPM has been showing up since the 1970s. Challenges to the 

CAPM have focused on the aspect that the variables may not be stationary over the period 

studied (Pettit, 1972). 

2.2 Literature Review 

Dividend announcements are one of the vital financial resources of information for all 

analysts, company managers, and investors. Besides making investment and financing 

decisions, managers need to make dividend related decisions on a regular basis: Whether to 

payout earnings to investors? How much of the earnings are paid out in dividends? What 

kind of dividend is paid out to investors? Different dividend payout mechanisms have been 

adopted regarding taxation, earnings level, timing, ownership, etc. Over the last several 

decades, in both the mature capital markets and emerging capital markets, numerous studies 
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CHAPTER 2 Review o(Prior Studies 

have attempted to assess the impact of dividend announcements on market pnce. As 

mentioned previously, various hypotheses have been presented to explain the market 

responses to dividend announcements. Leading explanation is the Dividend Signalling 

Hypothesis. 

2.2.1 Prior Studies Focused on the US Stock Market 

A great majority of studies documented that dividend announcements provide credible 

information. The most frequently cited research includes Lintner (1956), Fama and Babiak 

(1968), Pettit (1972 and 1976), Charest (1978a and 1978b), Bhattacharya (1979 and 1980), 

Kalay (1980), Miller and Rock (1985), Fama and French (1988, 1992, 1993, and 1996), etc. 

In the early stage of this line of research, the researchers were interested in finding out 

whether dividend announcement conveys information or not. Two of the famous prior 

studies (Lintner (1956), Fama and Babiak (1968)) provided evidence on the hypothesis that 

dividend announcements convey valuable information to investors and thus result in market 

reactions. 

By examining the companies' dividend behaviour during the interwar period 1918-1941, 

Lintner (1956) indicated that dividends represent the primary and active decision variable in 

most situations. Managers believed that a dividend reduction was damaging to the 

reputation, so are reluctant to change dividend rates that might have to be reversed in a 

relatively short period. Lintner found managers will increase dividends only when they 

believe that earnings have permanently increased, and companies tend to decrease dividends 

when cash flows will be insufficient to support the dividend payout ratio. Lintner (1956) 

concluded that dividend increases (decreases) implies good (bad) news in distribution of 

earnmgs. 
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CHAPTER 2 Review o[Prior Studies 

The evidence of the Fama and Babiak (1968) paper supported Lintner's finding on the point 

that once dividends increased, earnings would be unlikely to fall. In addition, it was found 

that most companies made an effort to smooth dividend payments. 

Once the hypothesis that dividends convey information to the stock market originated, some 

researchers then emphasized the effects of changes in dividend announcements and the 

effects of dividend announcements other than cash dividends. Pettit (1972 and 1976), and 

the two Charest (1978a and 1978b) studies are the most frequently cited seminal works in 

this field. 

Pettit (1972 and 1976) provided a result similar to that of Lintner's study that the 

announcements of changes in dividend payments are useful to the market in assessing the 

value of a security. The Pettit (1972) study reported a significant signalling effect of 

dividend announcements as the market reacted dramatically to the announcements of 

dividend reduction and the substantial increase in dividend payments. The Market Model 

was used to test the informational content of such dividend announcements and the Efficient 

Market's Hypothesis. Monthly and daily data were both collected to calculate the abnormal 

performance for the period 1964-1969 surrounding approximately 1000 dividend changes. 

Pettit extended the prior research by making two further important conclusions: Firstly, the 

implicit information in the announcements could make the financing alternatives broader. 

Secondly, he suggested that the publication of managerial expectations would be more 

reliable than the information carried by dividend announcements, as the dividend IS an 

imperfect means of conveying the companies' future prospects after all. Pettit confirmed 

these findings in his subsequent Pettit (1976) study and criticized Watts (1973) study, which 

will be detailed later in this chapter, on the information content of dividends. 

Charest presented two studies (1978a and 1978b) to measure common stock returns around 

stock split events and dividend change events during the period of 1947-67. These results 

also appear to be consistent with the view that dividends convey unique and valuable 
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infonnation to investors. In the first Charest (1978a) study, the risk and residual behaviour 

of NYSE common stocks is estimated around stock split events. 606 split proposals, 435 

approvals, and 1252 realizations are sampled in this study. Along with the Market Model, 

monthly data is used to estimate abnonnal residuals. Charest (1978a) found that around 

split time, average beta risk kept increasing and stock returns were more volatile. No 

significant abnonnal residuals were found in split approval or realization months. But 

abnonnal residuals were found in three months lagged split proposals across all calculation 

methods and investment strategies used. Charest (1978a) concluded that the market only 

completed its adjustment around three months after split approval. 

In a later paper Charest (1978b) continued research to estimate the effects of the changes in 

dividend announcements. Using the same methodology as the previous Charest (1978a) 

study, both monthly and daily residuals are estimated in this subsequent study. The same 

direction abnonnal adjustments were observed before announcement dates, at announcement 

dates, and after the dividend changing announcements. Even if the effect of other 

simultaneous announcements can not be isolated, as the author acknowledged, the 

infonnation content in the large change in dividend announcement is still entertained and the 

impact of a decrease dividend announcement is much more than that of an increase 

announcement. Compared with the previous Charest (1978a) study, stock return volatility 

increased around dividend changes. The results observed on a daily basis corroborated the 

monthly evidence. 

Kalay (1980) emphasized Lintner's (1956) argument that managers are reluctant to cut 

dividend and thus underpinned the signalling role of dividend changes. Kalay suggested 

that shareholders who control the company would have incentives to maximize their own 

wealth rather than the company's market value and would have incentives to avoid those 

dividend payments that are financed by issuing new debt or reducing profitable investment. 

Therefore the allowable dividend increase would have implied substantial improved 

profitability. 
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Dielman and Oppenheimer (1984) collected, as Charest (1978b) did, both monthly and daily 

data to examine the impact of large dividend changes during the years of 1969-1977. Large 

and significant positive abnormal returns were found for the groups with resumptions and a 

25 percent increase on the event day and one day after event day. Conversely, the 

abnormal returns were negative for the groups with omissions and the 25 percent decrease. 

Moreover, the authors found another impact which is the stability of prior dividend payments 

on shareholders wealth. 

Using Mean-Adjusted Return Model in event studies, Handjinicolaou and Kalay (1984) 

investigated both bond and stock price behaviour around dividend changes during the 

1975-1976 periods. It was found that gains from dividend increases accrue to shareholders, 

and bondholders share losses with shareholders from dividend reductions. Their empirical 

result indicated that dividends signal the company's future profitability. 

Miller and Rock (1985) confirm the Handjinicolaou and Kalay (1984) findings. They 

developed the dividend information model based on the asymmetry of information between 

shareholders and managers. The temptation to manipulate earnings does exist, which 

allows managers to know the true state of current earnings better than shareholders. 

Because of this information asymmetry, shareholders are likely to interpret the unexpected 

dividend as changes of managerial view of expected earnings. 

Most recently the Lee and Yan (2003) study shed new light on market reaction to dividend 

changes. They provided evidence that the market will only react to forward-looking 

dividend changes, concluding that dividend changes signal future earnings. 

In the United States (US) market the situation of utilities with relative stable dividend history 

and high dividend yield was investigated for difference with unregulated industrial 

compames. Aharony, Falk, and Swary (1988) tested the signalling hypothesis for regulated 

utility industry during 1974-1982. The Mean-Adjusted Return Model was used to measure 

abnormal returns. The event window was 20 days before and 20 days after dividend 
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announcement. The evidence tends to support the signalling hypothesis for dividend 

increases. Greater abnormal returns were found for regulated utilities than for unregulated 

industries following quarterly dividend increases. In the Aharony and Swary (1980) study, 

the Market Model was used to measure abnormal returns for unregulated industrial 

companies during 1963-1976. Their empirical evidence also lends support to the dividend 

signalling hypothesis. Even though quarterly dividend and earnings were declared on 

different days, the magnitude of the dividend announcement effect was almost the same. 

The stronger effects of dividend decreases were further confirmed in this study. The results 

of Collins, Saxena, and Wansley's (1996) research suggested that payout ratios of utilities 

are much higher than those of unregulated companies. Impson (1997) investigated the 

impact of dividend decreases for both utilities and unregulated industrial companies. His 

study showed that negative abnormal returns reacted rapidly for both utilities and 

unregulated companies. And the dividend decreases declared by utilities induced greater 

stock price reactions than similar announcements made by unregulated companies during the 

study period 1974-1993 (over the two-day announcement period, utilities experienced about 

10 percent equity value loss and unregulated companies lost about 5 percent equity value). 

Numerous studies also offered evidence for Dividend Signalling Hypothesis. These studies 

include, among others, Laub (1976), which applied a quarterly model instead of Watts's 

(1973) annual model to confirm the signalling role of dividends. Building on the existence 

of asymmetric information and the higher tax rate on cash dividends than capital gains, 

Bhattacharya (1979 and 1980) applied a non-dissipative signalling model that assumed 

outside shareholders have imperfect information about the company's profitability and the 

cash dividends are taxed at a higher rate than capital gains. It was found that there is a 

positive relation between changes in dividend and market reactions. He emphasized that 

dividend can be used as a surrogate for a signal of future cash flows. By adopting the 

incentive-signalling framework, Bar-Yosef and Huffman (1986) observed a similar relation 

between dividend changes and the changes in expected cash flows. Divecha and Morse 

(1983) and Firth (1996) further pointed out that the larger the changes in dividend, the 
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stronger the information potentially transferred. After controlling for dividend yield and 

Tobin's Q, the findings of the Denis, Denis, and Sarin (1994) paper also supported the cash 

flow signalling hypothesis. The more recent work of Alangar, Bathala, and Rao (1999), 

provided evidence that dividend announcement conducting as a costly signalling mechanism 

to convey future profitability. Evidence from this study showed that stock prices reacted 

positively to the degree of preannouncement information asymmetry for all types of dividend 

changes except omissions. In the survey applied by Baker, Powell, and Veit (2002), 

respondents strongly support signalling explanation and stress dividend continuity. Bradley, 

Capozza, and Seguin (1998), Skinner (2003), and Brav, Graham, Harvey, and Michaely 

(2004) further substantiated existing information-based explanations of dividend theory. 

2.2.2 Previous Works Focussed on Markets outside the US 

A number of studies on the topic of dividend change affecting stock price were also done 

outside of the United States. Balachandran (2001) compared the effect of interim dividend 

reductions with the effect of final dividend reductions in the United Kingdom (UK) and 

observed the interim shock effect. The Market Model and the standardized cross-sectional 

T - tests were used to investigate the daily abnormal returns around dividend the 

announcement dates for the period from January 1986 to December 1993. According to the 

magnitude of the dividend reductions, sample companies were divided into six groups. 

Nine different event windows were employed to estimate the abnormal returns. It was 

found that around announcement date, dividend reductions led to remarkable price declines. 

The empirical result further indicated that the UK market reacted negatively even if the 

announcement of dividend reduction went with earnings increases for the companies that had 

kept stable dividend policy during the previous three-years. In the earlier Balachandran, 

Cadle, and Theobald (1996) study, authors found market reactions were stronger to those 

interim reductions once companies have not reduced their dividends in the previous three 

year period. The subsequent Balachandran, Cadle, and Theobald (1999) study indicated 
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that price reactions to interim reductions were found positively related to the size of the 

reduction. 

In testing the signalling role of dividend changes in the developing Egyptian stock market, 

Ibrahim and Ragab (2004) implemented both long-Horizon Regression and short-Horizon 

Regression derived from Ohlson's model to investigate the relation between current dividend 

changes and future earnings during the period from 1997 to 2001. It is emphasized that the 

dividend decisions signalled a company's future profitability on the Egyptian market. 

Romon's (2000) study applied two event study methodology, standard Market Model and 

Mean-Adjusted Returns model, to estimate abnormal returns. He investigated stock price 

behaviours at the dividend announcement date and at the ex-dividend day in the French 

market during the period 1991-1995. French companies listed on the Paris Bourse (Now 

Euronext, Paris) were divided into three groups (low, medium, and high) according to their 

dividend policies. A positive abnormal return of 0.5 was observed, significant at a 1 % level, 

when current dividend announcements were higher than the previous level. 

Signalling position is also expressed by the Austrian Gurgul, Majdosz, and Mestel (2003) 

study. As the Austrian stock market is very small compared to other mature stock markets, 

their sample included 22 companies quoted in the Austrian Traded Index (ATX), which 

comprises the most liquid stocks (blue chips) in Austria, during the period 1992 to 2002. 

The GARCH non-linear stochastic time-series model was employed to measure abnormal 

returns and the variability of returns as the authors believe this model is better than the 

Market Model that uses simple linear regressions. The samples were divided into three 

clusters (dividend increases, dividend decreases, and constant dividends). Their evidence 

for each of the clusters confirmed the results of above studies that dividend 

increases/decreases are viewed as positive/negative signals by stock markets, and constant 

dividends are considered as conveying no significant information to the markets. It was 

further confirmed that dividend decrease announcements have a greater impact on stock 
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prices than dividend increase announcements. Several tests were applied to test the level of 

volatility for each of the clusters, as volatility is the other important indicator of uncertainty. 

The evidence showed relatively constant variances for the dividend increase cluster and a 

significant increase in variances for the dividend decrease cluster and constant dividends 

cluster. 

2.2.3 Market Reactions to Dividend Initiations and 

Omissions 

It is worthwhile to point out that initiations/omissions of dividend payment are viewed to be 

a major change of a company's dividend policy. Many researchers, including Asquith and 

Mullins (1983), Dielman and Oppenheimer (1984), Ghosh and Woolridege (1988), Sant and 

Cowan (1994), Michaely, Thaler, and Womack (1995), Dyl and Weigand (1998), and Wang 

(2004), have investigated dividend changes especially dealing with initiations/omissions. 

These prior researchers have found similar evidence that the stock market response to good 

news (initiations) and bad news (omissions) is symmetrical, and the positive/negative 

abnormal returns are associated with the initiations/omissions. 

Asquith and Mullins (1983) analyzed 168 companies that either payout the first dividend to 

shareholders or initiate dividends after at least 10 years of not paying dividend. Daily stock 

return data was used to estimate abnormal return during the 1954 to 1980 period. The 

authors estimated abnormal returns associated with the unexpected change of dividend 

initiation and the subsequent changes in dividend announcements. It was demonstrated that 

dividend initiations increase shareholders' wealth and the effect of dividend announcement 

can be large enough to offset the difference of tax brackets of shareholders. Moreover, they 

found that 95% sample companies continued the dividends payment following the initiation, 

and 75% of the samples increased dividends at least once during the first 3-year period after 

the initiation. They also found the market reacted more strongly to the subsequent 

dividends increase than to the dividends initiation. Dyl and Weigand (1998) also focused 
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on dividend initiations. They asserted that initiations convey infonnation to investors 

regarding the reduction both in total risk and systematic risk of sample companies. 

Propensity score matching is used in Wang (2004) initiation study to test the impact of 

dividend initiation on stock prices. Wang believes that Propensity score matching is better 

than event study at measuring the long tenn post-announcement perfonnance of the stock 

returns. Considering characteristic set X can only be satisfied if X included all variables 

that have impact on dividend decision making and the outcomes, and stock returns, five 

variables were included in the characteristic set X: market beta, size, leverage, market to 

book ratio, and earning price ratio. Evidence showed significantly positive market reaction 

to dividend initiation announcements. 

The Dielman and Oppenheimer (1984) paper found strong support for the infonnation 

content of large dividend changes (dividend omissions). Using a regression model to 

examine the impacts of dividend cut and omissions on stock prices over a 2-day period, 

Ghosh and Woolridge (1988) substantiated strong valuation impact of dividend cuts and 

omissions as greater capital loss associated with these larger dividend reductions. The 

more recent Sant and Cowan (1994) paper's main goal was to find out the implication of 

dividend omissions during 1963-1986. It was shown that dividend omissions precede 

increases in return variance, beta, and the dispersion of analyst forecasts of earnings. This 

evidence, that managers may omit dividends when they will not be able to continue 

dividends in the future, is consistent with the Dividend Signalling Hypothesis. 

Michaely, Thaler, and Womack (1995) investigated both dividend initiations and omissions. 

They tested 3-day stock price reaction and long tenn post-announcement stock price 

perfonnance during the period 1964 to 1988. It was found that a stock price increase of 

over 3 percent was associated with dividend initiations, and a stock price decrease of about 7 

percent with dividend omissions, showing that omissions are more serious events than 

initiations. 
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Hence, Dividend Signalling Hypothesis has been widely extended. The unexpected 

changes in dividends convey managerial favourable/unfavourable information and thus 

affect the market value of listed companies. Specifically, unexpected dividend 

increaseslinitiations are associated with positive stock price response, and vice versa. 

2.2.4 The Comparison and Correlation between the Dividend 

Announcement and Earnings Announcement 

However, from above evidence so far available, the comparison and corroborate relationship 

between the information content of dividend announcements and earnings announcements 

remains unclear. A number of researchers (Gordon (1959), Aharony and Swary (1980), 

Hakansson (1982), Kane, Lee, and Marcus (1984), Ghosh and Woolridge (1988), Wansley, 

Sirmans, Shilling, and Lee (1991), Eddy and Seifert (1992)) have made efforts to understand 

dividend signal by testing the correlation between dividend announcements, earnings 

announcements, and the change in stock prices. This research showed a particular picture 

on the side of the information content of dividends. 

Gordon (1959) in his seminal paper argued that dividend multiplier is greater than retained 

earnings multiplier and the increase in dividend payout positively affects stock price. As he 

only derived data from four industries and provided evidence for two years (1951 and 1954), 

his empirical evidence was weak. However, subsequent papers published in this area 

supported the above study. Among them, Aharony and Swary (1980) obtained results 

similar to Gordon's (1959) for the sample group of no change in dividend, increases, and 

decreases, no matter whether earnings announcements precede or follow dividend 

announcements. Thus the pioneering notion, that useful information conveyed by dividend 

announcements over and above that conveyed by earnings, was confirmed. After 

controlling for managerial forecast of future earnings for the years 1968-1973, the findings 

of the Ghosh and Woolridge (1988) paper concluded that dividend announcement 

information conveyed additional information over and above the information conveyed by 
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earnings announcements. This position is supported by the Hakansson (1982) study and is 

consistent with Charest's (1978b) research on the larger effects of dividend decrease 

announcements. Wansley, Sirmans, Shilling, and Lee (1991) found a significant 

relationship between the change in quarterly dividend announcements and its impact on the 

daily stock prices, especially for the dividend decrease observations, meaning that dividend 

decreases deliver more information to the market than dividend increases. In this study, the 

Market Model was used to estimate the two-day (0, + 1) effects of dividend changes during 

the 1973-1986 periods. Evidence from this study showed that the effect of dividend 

changes will be greater when current earnings are absent. 

Still, the above studies did not answer whether the joint effect of dividend and earnings helps 

to advance the signal. Kane, Lee, and Marcus (1984) found both dividend and earnings 

announcements induced abnormal returns and the interaction effect was significant. Eddy 

and Seifert (1992) continued this line of research applying the mean-adjusted return 

technique to test whether dividend and earnings joint announcements are viewed by the 

market as containing more information than just one signal. They examined five-day stock 

price reactions to contemporaneous and non-contemporaneous dividend and earnings 

announcements for a sample of 1111 companies from 1983-1985 and found that the stock 

price reaction to a joint announcement was approximately twice that to only one 

announcement, indicating that the information content in a joint announcement was much 

more than the information content in a single announcement. After controlling for the size 

of the announcements, they further found that the mean price reaction to contemporaneous 

consistent announcements IS significantly greater than the reaction to either 

non-contemporaneous first announcements or to non-contemporaneous second 

announcements. 

With reference to the natural link of dividend decision and earnings quality, there are four 

types of evidence supporting the relation between dividend changes and earnings: first, 

current dividend changes and changes in future earnings, which is the most common 
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explanation of infonnation content of dividends; second, current dividend changes and 

concurrent earnings changes; third, current dividend changes and changes in past earnings; 

last, dividend means nothing about earnings quality. The correlation between these four 

types of evidence showed a clear picture about the infonnation content of dividend research. 

2.2.5 Prior Studies Dealing with Share Repurchase 

Share repurchase (also known as Share Buy Back, hereafter SBB) is an alternative to a cash 

dividend payout. This has been becoming a more and more important way of distributing 

earnings to shareholders as there are lots of motives for SBB: excess cash, undervaluation, 

tax advantage, a need for eliminating small shareholders, to increase leverage and reported 

earnings, and so on. SBBs have become increasingly popular during the last decade, by 

which relevant studies are motivated. Prior researchers wanted to find out the detenninants 

that trigger the adjustment of outstanding shares. They were also interested in the market 

reaction to such a capital structure change. 

Within the previous works related to SBB, there are only a few research studies specifically 

related to signalling. It is generally accepted that investors appear to view SBB as a 

positive signal. Following are descriptions of several interesting studies that investigated 

stock price reactions on the announcements of SBB around the world (Vennaelen (1981), 

Hertzel (1991), Hausch and Seward (1993), Fenn and Liang (1997), Allen, Bernardo, and 

Welch (2000), Chen, Chen, and Cheng (2004), DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner (2002), 

long, Dijk, and Veld (2002), Grullon and Michaely (2002 and 2004), Gentry and Mayer 

(2003), Gryglewicz (2004), and Brav, Graham, Harvey, and Michaely (2004». 

Keeping the number of shares managerial owned constant, SBBs reduce the number of 

shares outstanding and thus increase managerial control. As the study by Vennaelen (1981) 

examined, management are engaged in signalling activities. And their signalling incentives 

are equal across companies. As significantly positive abnonnal returns associated with 

SBBs were found, this study added strong support for the dividend signalling hypothesis. 
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Empirical work by Hertzel (1991) further pointed out that the positive market reaction to 

SBB is not accompanied with the same reaction of industry rivals. This study suggested 

that SBBs are events primarily transferring firm-specific information. 

Consistent with Free cash flow hypothesis, evidence in the Fenn and Liang (1997) study 

indicated that SBBs are positive related to net operating cash flow and cash balances. 

Gentry and Mayer (2003) applied the Market Model of event study methodology to test SBB 

effect. A significant positive relationship was found between market response and the size 

of the repurchase plan. It was also found that analyst coverage reduced the magnitude of 

signalling effect associated with SBB. A recent Grullon and Michaely (2004) study offered 

more evidence to support SBB impacts on stock price, systematic risk, and investment. 

Research studies on stock markets outside of the US have found similar repurchase effects. 

Chen, Chen, and Cheng (2004) tested the SBB effects of Taiwan's open market system in its 

first year operating beginning August 7, 2000. Abnormal returns were investigated using 

the Market Model of event study. Consistent with the traditional Dividend signalling 

hypothesis, they observed significantly abnormal return around the 3-day repurchase 

announcement period. Moreover, in this study, samples were sorted into high-growth and 

low-growth companies based on the Tobin's q. Tobin's q, calculated by averaging the daily 

stock price one month prior to a stock repurchase announcement over the equity per common 

shares. A negative relationship was found between abnormal returns and free cash flow 

among high q value companies and vice versa. One possible reason is share repurchase 

may make a high q value company under-invested, meaning share repurchase conveys more 

positive signals of under-valuation for low free cash flow companies than those companies 

with high free cash flow among high q value companies. 

SBBs occur frequently in Canada where long, Dijk, and Veld (2002) tested dividend related 

theories by using questionnaires which made their study of particular interest. By 

analyzing 191 usable questionnaires from non-financial Canadian companies listed on the 
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Toronto Stock Exchange, they concluded that dividend payments and SBBs are positively 

related to free cash flow, behavioural preferences, and tax preferences. Conversely, 

dividends and repurchases are significantly negatively related to executive stock option plans. 

It was further suggested that outsiders would prefer dividends paying stocks because of the 

existence of asymmetric information. 

As dividends and SBB are two common forms of cash disbursement, the question then arises 

as to whether one disbursement is indeed the substitute forlbetter than another. 

The Hausch and Seward (1993) study is one of the first that highlighted the relationship 

between the form of cash distribution (dividends and SBBs) and the magnitude of market 

effect. It was suggested that as the dividend payout level is certain but the price of SBB is 

not, (results of different SBB techniques), one can distinguish the high-quality companies by 

the appropriate disbursement adopted between deterministic dividends and stochastic SBBs. 

In line with substitution hypothesis, Grullon and Michaely (2002) asserted that SBB has 

been used to be a substitute for dividend in the US and it has become the preferred payout 

method for many companies. Moreover, they pointed out that the majority of companies 

initiate their cash payout through SBB. 

While Fenn and Liang (1997) found evidence that managers do not view dividends and 

SBBs as close substitutes. Allen, Bernardo, and Welch (2000) presented that dividends and 

SBBs are not substitutes as institutional shareholders prefer to receive dividends. 

DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner (2002) found no support for SBBs replacing the special 

dividend. The most recent evidence from Warsaw in the Gryglewicz (2004) paper 

emphasized that dividends and SBBs are alternatives but not perfect substitutes. Over the 

period 1997 - 2000, higher positive abnormal returns were found for the announcements of 

SBBs (6.23%) than for dividend initiations (2.25%) in this study. Practically, many 

managers interviewed by Brav, Graham, Harvey, and Michaely (2004) stated that SBBs are 

more flexible than dividends. 
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Overall, a significant stream of prior studies has widely presented the following consensus 

on the so called dividend signalling hypothesis: Dividend announcement is generally viewed 

to be an information transmission mechanism of listed companies. Further implications are 

that dividend changes, e.g. increases (reductions) and initiations (omissions), and share 

repurchases usually lead to upward (downward) stock price reactions (abnormal returns) to 

investors. Furthermore, markets reaction appeared to be greater to dividend reductions 

(omissions) than to dividend increases (initiations). 

2.2.6 Minority Works Supporting Dividend Irrelevance 

Theory 

On the other hand, minority evidence supported dividend irrelevance theory. Besides the 

initial Miller and Modigliani (1961) study, some earlier researchers (Watts (1973, 1976a, and 

1976b), Higgins (1974a), Black and Scholes (1974), Miller and Scholes (1978), Gonedes 

(1978), and Penman (1983)) and more recent researchers (DeAngelo, DeAngelo and Skinner 

(1992, 1996, and 2000), Benartzi, Michaely and Thaler (1997)) emphasized that the Miller 

and Modigliani (1961) dividend irrelevancy theory holds true (shareholders' wealth is 

unaffected by the dividend announcements or dividend announcement are a very limited way 

for signalling) even given the true economic environment. 

Watts (1973, 1976a, and 1976b) suggested that unexpected current and past dividend 

announcements communicate little potential information beyond that conveyed by current 

and past earnings announcements. Gonedes (1978) found very similar evidence. Higgins 

(1974a), Black and Scholes (1974), and subsequent Miller and Scholes (1978) papers 

stressed that dividend policy has no impact on investors' wealth. 

Using data from 1946-1967, Watts (1973) found little evidence of information content of 

changes in dividend by using an annual model for the randomly selected companies. 

Another two well-known researchers, Pettit (1976) and Laub (1976), later criticized this 

paper. In his subsequent study, Watts (1976 a) paper mainly disagreed with Laub's (1976) 
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quarterly model because of the extrapolation of the previous year's earnings and the seasonal 

component in quarterly earnings, and thus insisted on the conclusion of a previous Watts 

(1973) paper, that the information content of dividends is trivial. Watts (1976 b) rebutted 

Pettit's (1976) challenges to the misspecification of earnings variables and maintained his 

original standpoint that dividends have little information content. 

By testing the finite-growth model for valuation of electric utility, the evidence of Higgins' 

(1974a) study determined that dividend increases do not increase stock price. Conversely, 

there should be an inverse relationship between the dividend policy and the stock price, 

which reinforced Miller and Modigliani' s (1961) dividend irrelevance theory. 

Using developed cross-sectional regression tests, Black and Scholes (1974) also asserted that 

changes in dividends only cause temporary impacts on stock prices as investors may 

interpret the changes as signalling future profitability. Once it is cleared that company 

facing no financial difficulties, dividend changes will have no permanent effects on stock 

prIces. 

Subsequently, Miller and Scholes (1978) demonstrated that dividend policy has no effect on 

shareholders' wealth even if dividends and capital gains are taxed in different tax brackets. 

Penman (1983) viewed dividends as a crude way to transfer information. His findings 

showed that even though both earnings announcements and dividend announcements possess 

information, not all information related to earnings are conveyed by dividend 

announcements. He suggested that there is more information conveyed by earnmgs 

announcements themselves than the information conveyed by dividend changes. 

Interestingly, the more recent DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner (1992, 1996, and 2000) 

study further challenged classical Dividend Signalling Theory. The authors suggested that 

dividends signalling might be useful in very limited circumstances. The DeAngelo, 

DeAngelo and Skinner's (1992) paper, examined companies with poor earnings performance 
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from 1980 to 1985. It found loss is a necessary but clearly not sufficient condition for 

dividend reduction. Dividend reduction is only helpful to improve the predicting ability to 

future earnings. In the subsequent DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner (1996) study, they 

found little evidence that dividend changes were linked to unexpected forthcoming earnings. 

The authors concluded that dividend increases are not reliable infonnative signals as 

managers can manipulate dividend and thus overestimate future earnings. The most recent 

study by DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner (2000) examined the market reaction to special 

dividend announcements during the 1962-1995 periods. It indicated that although special 

dividends tend to transfer good news to investors, they do not systematically convey 

significant infonnation. 

Benartzi, Michaely, and Thaler (1997) also challenged the role of dividend changes as 

infonnation signalling devices. They stressed that changes in dividends just tell us what 

has happened as only concurrent and past earnings changes are associated with dividend 

changes. Dividend changes have little to do with the future earning changes. 

In line with the above result, George, Hein, Schmidt, and Solberg (2004) collected data on 

quarterly dividends and daily stock returns for the period January, 01, 1999 to December, 31, 

2001, and then estimated the relationship between dividends, earnings, and stock price. 

Their results for R Square, Adjusted R Square, and t-statistics were quite low and p-value 

very large, indicating that the test is insignificant. There is no evidence in this study that 

dividend announcements are the dominant predictors of share price returns. The authors 

further suggested that investors should pay attention to all the factors that affect the demand 

of a particular stock in order to gain efficient infonnation necessary to make their best 

investment decision. 

Empirical studies conducted outside of the US provided contrary conclusions to the 

Dividend Signalling Hypothesis. Ed Vos and Tong (1998) maintained that there is no 

relationship between dividend changes and either past or future profitability. The authors 
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applied a random-walk model to test the relationship between dividend changes and earnings 

changes, timing of the dividend changes and earnings changes, stability of dividend and 

earnings changes. After studying all 137 publicly listed New Zealand companies, they 

authors concluded that dividend changes can only convey information of concurrent earnings; 

they have little to do with the stability of dividends and earnings changes. 

By using the Market-Adjusted Return Model to examine the daily market-adjusted abnormal 

return (MAAR) and daily cumulative abnormal return between October 2001 and September 

2002, over a 61-day (-30, +30) event window period, Uddin (2003) found that the effect of 

dividend announcements is not significant on the Dhaka Stock Exchange. Investors in 

Bangladesh do not benefit from dividend announcements, but lose about 20 percent in 30 

days after the dividend announcement. 

2.2.7 Another Aspect of Research Related to the Tax Effect 

Another focus of dividend research has been on impact of taxation. It has been mentioned 

in the previous chapter that different tax procedures and tax rates on dividend incomes, 

retained earnings, and capital gains may also influence the choice of dividend policy. As 

the tax system are different from one country to another, the effect of dividend policy on 

investors' wealth could differ. Hence, a large number of studies have been triggered 

around the world: Miller and Scholes (1978 and 1982), Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979 

and 1982), Denis, Denis, and Sarin (1994), Kato and Loewenstein (1995), Kalay and 

Michaely (2000), Allen, Bernardo, and Welch (2000), Romon (2000), Baker, Powell, and 

Viet (2002), and Brav, Graham, Harvey, and Michaely (2004). Results of these empirical 

studies are discrepant. Dividend Clientele Hypothesis and Tax Preference Theory are the 

two most popular explanations concerning tax effect on dividend policy. 

In line with the dividend clientele hypothesis, Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979 and 1982) 

obtained statistically significant tax effect. Authors derived a version of after-tax capital 

asset pricing model and found strong negative relationship between shareholders' tax 
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brackets and dividend yields. More recently, Bajaj and Vijh (1990) and Denis, Denis, and 

Sarin's (1994) finding further supported Dividend Clientele Hypothesis. 

Allen, Bernardo, and Welch (2000) asserted the existance of a dividend clientele effect. 

They explained that because of the tax advantage of institutional shareholders, managers 

prefer to pay dividends rather than make share repurchases. In order to please institutional 

shareholders, managers also made efforts to smooth dividends. 

By using both the Market Model and the Mean-Adjusted Return Model, Kato and 

Loewenstein (1995) examined the tax effect, the end-of-the-fiscal-year effect, and trading 

volume around ex-dividend days in Japan. This evidences from Japan appeared to support 

both Dividend Clientele Hypothesis and Tax Preference Theory. 

Conversely, the Miller and Scholes (1978) paper tends to support tax irrelevance. They 

argued that relative tax rules, such as tax-exempt insurance and tax-deductible interest 

expenses policies, may protect shareholders from dividend taxation. Thus the dividend has 

no impact on stock value. In their subsequent study, Miller and Scholes (1982) tested 

yield-related tax effects under the US tax system during the period 1940-1978. They 

asserted that institutional shareholders have an incentive to receive dividends other than 

capital gains as institutional investors have tax exemptions for a great portion of dividend 

mcome. The short-run yield-related effects are due to some information effects and not tax 

differential. 

The results of the Romon (2000) study also doubt the dividend clientele hypothesis. The 

impacts of dividend announcement vary with the different dividend policy level around the 

dividend announcement date, but once the investors already know the company's dividend 

level, around the ex-dividend date, dividend clientele effect is limited. Kalay and Michaely 

(2000) failed to find strong support for tax effects as well. 
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The Baker, Powell, and Viet (2002) study differs from the others by using a survey to 

explain dividend policy. They found little evidence to support Tax Preference Theory. 

Brav, Graham, Harvey, and Michaely (2004) gathered evidence through both interview and 

survey to enhance their previous empirical results. From managers' perspectives, taxes are 

not a dominant factor affecting dividend decision. And there is no evidence in support of 

the clientele effect. 

2.2.8 Dividend Stability and the Determinants of Dividend 

Policy 

Among practitioners and academics, dividend stability is of predominant importance for 

testing dividend influence. The tests of dividend stability provide insight into the effect of 

dividend announcements and become another explanation for market reaction to dividend 

changes. In the literature reviewed, measures of dividend stability are not standard. Cash 

dividends, dividend yield, and dividend payout ratio are the three measurements that are 

usually used. In the same line of research, there have also been numerous empirical studies 

that can be attributed to information impacts regarding the effects of dividend yield. 

Conflicting evidence centres on whether or not there is a positive association between 

common stock returns and dividend yields. Despite some opposing views, it is generally 

accepted that dividend yield acts as a strong stability measurement to support a company's 

market value. The notion that dividend yields forecast stock returns has a long tradition. 

By applying short-run estimates of expected dividend yield, Litzenberger and Ramaswamy 

(1979) found that the before-tax expected stock return is positive related to its dividend yield. 

A 1 % increase in dividends requires an additional 0.23% in before-tax stock return. 

Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1982) later affirmed this positive but non-linear relation 

between dividend yields and stock returns. Blume (1980) extended the research on 

dividend yield. He investigated dividend-paying and non-dividend-paying stocks 

separately and found a significant positive relationship between long-run quarterly stock 
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returns and both beta coefficients and quarterly expected dividend yields for dividend-paying 

stocks, despite the puzzling finding that on average, total returns of zero-dividend stocks 

exceed dividend-paying stocks over the World War II period of 1937-1946. Keirn (1985) 

also applied a long-run measurement to test yield effect. In this study, small/big companies 

were generally found in the high/low yield groups. It was stressed that abnormal returns 

were related to both size and yield. The findings of Asquith and Mullins' (1983) paper also 

supported this part of Dividend Signalling Hypothesis in that the market reactions were 

highly related to the change in dividend yield. The Fama and French (1988) study 

statistically confirmed the strong forecast power of dividend yields on expected stock returns 

across different time periods and return horizons. Bajaj and Vijh (1990) suggested that 

beside dividend changes surprises, dividend yield surprises can be the other explanation of 

the market reactions around changes of dividend announcement. The evidence of the 

Wansley, Sirmans, Shilling, and Lee (1991) and Denis, Denis, and Sarin (1994) studies 

indicated that significant positive relationships exist between the announcement effect and 

changes in the dividend yield. 

In a study of Japanese stock prices, Kato and Loewenstein (1995) found that next to the 

end-of-the-fiscal-year effect, dividend yield is the secondary determinant that is positively 

related to abnormal returns. The Romon (2000) paper considered the stability (dividend 

yield) of dividend policy on the French market. It found that according to the different level 

of dividend policy, the impacts of dividend announcement appeared different. An increase 

in cumulative abnormal returns was observed with the dividend yield level over event days 

-1, + 1. Based on a cross-sectional regression analysis, Nishat and Irfan (2003) tested the data 

of 160 companies listed on the Karachi Stock Exchange during pre-reform and reform 

periods from 1981 to 2000. They estimated how dividend policy (dividend yield and 

payout ratio) affects stock price volatility in Pakistan. During the reform period, the impact 

of dividend yield on stock price volatility increased. A significant negative correlation was 

found between dividend yield and earning volatility, implying that companies with volatile 

earnings hesitated to pay higher dividends to investors and thus considered to be more risky. 
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At this stage, the importance of dividend yield is well documented. However, most of the 

prior studies focused on dividend size and did not pay attention to the combination of 

dividend yield and dividend stability. Gombola and Liu (1993) measured dividend yield in 

addition to their absolute stability measure, which is the resistance to cuts in the dollar 

amount of dividend, during 1969-1984 period. Evidence indicated that even after 

controlling for January and size effects, the intercept term of portfolio with high dividend 

yield and high stability was significantly positive at the 0.05 level. 

By using different methods which are called "sensitivity measures", Adams and Booth (1994) 

concluded that high dividend yield stocks actually give higher gross returns than low 

dividend yield stocks and thus should be more attractive, especially for those investors in 

lower tax brackets. 

The Michel (1979) paper concluded that a positive relationship existed between dividend 

yield and payout ratio, which is consistent with Black and Scholes' (1974) observation. 

However, the pioneering empirical study of Black and Scholes (1974) failed to demonstrate 

that the level of dividend yield and payout ratio have any effect on stock prices. 

The controversy centred on yield effect has been presented in a variety of research. Miller 

and Scholes (1982) did not find a significant relation between expected returns and dividend 

yields. The Australian Allen and Rachim (1996) study found no evidence that dividend 

yield affects stock price volatility. The most recent evidences also from Australia supplied 

by Powell, Shi, and Smith (2004) doubted the return predictability of dividend yield. Their 

results implied that changes in the aggregate level of dividends are only explained by lagged 

share price innovations as well as lagged dividend innovations. 

Some researchers made efforts to find the determinants of dividend policy, including 

explanation of agency theory and investment theory. Theoretically, cash dividend payment 

means cash paid to the investors reduces cash available to managers and restricts investment 

opportunity. These extensions help us gain new insight into the signalling role of dividend. 
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Rozeff (1982) found that the beta, insider stock holding, investment, and sales growth of 

companies studied were negatively related to their level of dividend payout. In his paper, 

Rozeff argued that the optimal dividend payout is just the trade-off between agency cost and 

transaction cost. 

Collins, Saxena, and Wansley (1996) presented evidence that both insider holdings and the 

regulatory status of utilities influence company payout ratios. 

Holder, Langrehr, and Hexter (1998) found that dividend policy was negatively related to the 

investment decisions, the degree of insider ownership, and the sales-growth of the company. 

Conversely, it was positively related to the sizes of the company, free cash flow, and the 

stability of returns. They further suggested that managers may consider the claim of 

stakeholder more than the debt and equity holder for deciding on dividend policy. 

Using dynamic panel data, Thomsen (2004) examined how ownership affected dividend 

policy of European companies and thus affected stock prices. The data showed that 

concentrated ownership prefers to retain earnings rather than payout as dividends. Results 

of this study also suggested a negative relationship between the level of ownership and stock 

pnces. 

Travlos, Trigeorgis, and Vafeas (1999) made an attempt to understand the impact of 

dividend announcement changes on the developing stock market of Cyprus. They found a 

positive relationship between the changes in return on equity and dividend increases and 

further suggested that different market microstructures, tax regimes, and control 

environments are very important for studying the corporate dividend policy in emerging 

markets. This study also found that the less the growth opportunities of the companies, the 

higher the market reactions to dividend increases. 

Some researchers (Miller and Scholes (1982), Keirn (1983 and 1985), Ghosh and Woolridge 

(1988), Bajaj and Vijh (1990 and 1995), Gombola and Liu (1993), Allen and Rachim (1996), 
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Dyl and Weigand (1998), and Nishat and Irfan (2003), etc.) developed the dividend study by 

finding out whether the changes in dividend announcements convey information like size, 

beta, leverage, seasonality, etc., other than the company's future profitability. 

As indicated by Miller and Scholes (1982) and Keirn (1985), companies with higher betas 

usually payout lower dividend. Keirn (1983) presented that size-related effect is 

concentrated during the first week of January, especially on the first trading day. That is, 

investors yield higher abnormal stock returns on small companies particularly in January. 

January and size effect was further stressed by Keirn (1985) and Gombola and Liu (1993). 

In addition, Gombola and Liu (1993) suggested that the relation between yield and 

systematic risk is reinforced by dividend stability. By using a market-adjusted returns 

approach of event study methodology, Ghosh and Woolridge (1988) found greater impact of 

dividend cuts and omissions on stock prices for smaller companies during 1962-1984. 

Their evidence indicated that the substitution of stock dividends may reduce capital loss. It 

is also found that daily beta has the predicted sign of abnormal return during the 

announcements period. In Pakistan, the empirical results of the Nishat and Irfan (2003) 

paper showed that size and leverage effect is positive related to stock price volatility. 

Gaver and Gaver (1993) found that growth companies provide much lower dividend yields 

than non-growth companies. Bajaj and Vijh's (1990 and 1995) finding indicated that 

market reactions are greater for lower priced and small company's stocks. In a subsequent 

Australian study, Allen and Rachim (1996) indicated that payout ratio, size, leverage, and 

earnings volatility are the dominant determinants that affect stock prices. More recently, 

Bradley, Capozza, and Seguin (1998) provided strong evidence that both systematic and 

non-systematic risk impact dividend policy. Authors applied four measures of effects of 

cash flow volatility: size, leverage, product type, and diversification. Also, cash flow 

volatility was found to have an impact on dividend policy. Dyl and Weigand (1998) found 

that 70 percent of the companies who initiated dividends had a lower daily return volatility 
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during the following year. Beta of the samples also decreased in the post dividend period. 

Simultaneously, smaller companies showed greater and more significant changes. 

In studies related to share repurchase, Fenn and Liang (1997) found evidence that investment 

opportunities and leverage are negatively related to SBBs. Stock options induce managers 

to substitute SBBs for dividends. Recent evidence in the Gentry and Mayer (2003) paper 

suggested that analyst information is the important determinant of SBB. The size of SBB 

plan was also positively related to market reaction. 

Grullon, Michaely, and Swaminathan (2003) found positive market response to dividend 

increases is strongly related to the subsequent decline in companies' systematic risk, even in 

the long run. Similar empirical results were documented by Chen, Shevlin, and Tong 

(2004). Using Fama-French three-factor models which identify three common risk factors 

of stock returns: overall market factor, size, book to market ratio, they tested companies 

listed on NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ paying dividends between 1974 and 1999. It was 

indicated that the dividend-decrease companies' information risk beta, analyst forecast 

dispersion, and stock return volatility became larger in the three years after decrease 

announcement. Conversely, analyst forecast dispersion and stock return volatility became 

smaller after dividend increases. This paper extended the traditional dividend signalling 

hypothesis on the information content of dividends by finding dividend change of the 

samples did not necessarily predict the same direction of the companies' future profitability 

but more about changes in companies' information risks and the uncertainty of companies' 

future profitability. 

2.2.9 Prior South African Studies 

The above theories created mixed evidence. No matter how many hypotheses have been 

proposed to explain the market response to the changes in dividend, there are only a few 

studies focused on this topic on the JSE, which typically include Ooms, Archer, and Smit 

(1987), Knight and Affleck-Graves (1987), and Bhana (1991a, 1991b, and 2002). These 
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research studies either provided strong theoretical justification for the Dividend Signalling 

Hypothesis (Bhana (1991 a, 1991 b, and 2002)) or tentatively rejected the signalling role of 

dividend announcement (Ooms, Archer, and Smit (1987) and Knight and Affleck-Graves 

(1987)). 

By testing stock price reaction to yearly dividend announcements declared by companies 

listed in the industrial section of the JSE over the period 1973-1984, Ooms, Archer, and Smit 

(1987) suggested that compared with dividend announcements, earnings announcements are 

likely to be the stronger impact on the stock price on the JSE. In quite a few cases, the JSE 

market was not sophisticated enough to distinguish between the good dividend declarations 

and bad dividend declarations as investors were better off by holding a bad declaration 

portfolio. Evidence was obtained from the Cumulative Abnormal Return approach based 

on the Market Model. 

Knight and Affleck-Graves (1987) confirmed the results obtained by Ooms, Archer, and 

Smit (1987) in the context of the JSE. It was concluded that dividend announcements 

convey little or even no information on the further earnings of companies listed on the JSE. 

The signalling effect of dividends was tentatively rejected. This study was done by using 

weekly stock price data for the nine-year period 1973-1980. 

A senes of empirical studies taken by Bhana (1991 a, 1991 b, and 2002) document the 

impacts of substantial changes in dividend policy and the special (extra) dividend 

announcements on stock prices and the abnormal returns earned by investors. Bhana 

(1991 a) developed this kind of research by using a Market Model to calculate daily return 

data over 41 days surrounding the dividend announcement date, and found dividend 

announcements make a strong impact on the stockholders' wealth on the JSE. Also, it was 

shown that the effect of unfavourable announcements is much greater than that of favourable 

announcements. In reacting to the major change in dividend announcement, the JSE seems 

to be inefficient during the 1970-1988 periods. Bhana (1991 b) investigated the impact of 
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substantial changes in dividend policies -omissions and resumptions on the JSE during the 

same period of previous study. The results provide strong evidence for the Dividend 

information content hypothesis. It was found that insiders earned significant abnormal 

returns during the six month period prior to the relevant announcements. 

Bhana (2002) estimated the impact of special (extra) dividend announcements on stock 

prices on the JSE by using the Mean-Adjusted Return Model during the period 1975-1994, 

and getting the daily average excess returns for various equally weighted portfolios of shares 

for the three-day event window around the announcements. The results suggested that 

special dividend announcements tend to trigger positive stock price reactions on the JSE. It 

was further indicated that the impact of the first special dividend announcement was larger 

than that of any subsequent announcements; the stock price tended to react negatively once 

the special dividend was declared frequently. This implied that the frequent declarations of 

special dividend convey less information than those infrequent declarations as the infrequent 

announcements of special dividend would be more likely to surprise the market. 

A review of the dividend behaviour literature provides insights into how the theoretical and 

empirical research related to this topic has been presented around the world. However, 

there is a lack of previous empirical studies applying different research methods and 

presenting various evidences in this area based on emerging market such as the JSE. Based 

on current South African macroeconomic conditions, this paper will make an effort to 

investigate market responses to the changes in cash dividend announcement on the JSE. 

This study could make useful contributions to the dividend related literature for companies 

listed on the JSE because it has used the Market-Adjusted Return Model which none of the 

previous South African studies used. This will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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3 Research Methodology 

3.1 Methodology Employed 

In the reviewed literature relating to dividend announcements the event study methodology 

is most frequently used to examine the impact of dividend announcements. In using this 

methodology researchers have adopted different sample selection methods and have used 

different study intervals. 

3.1.1 Event Study Methodology 

Event study is a statistical methodology employed to measure the stock price reactions to a 

specific event at certain intervals over a period. The magnitude of abnormal return is a 

measure of the impact of that event on the shareholders' wealth at and around the time that 

the unanticipated event occurs. Event study methodology can be used to study the 

company's special event announcements such as: earnings announcements (Eddy and Seifert 

(1992)), share repurchase announcements (Chen, Chen, Cheng (2004)), stock splits (Charest 

(1978a)), and dividend change announcements (Ryan, Besley, and Lee (2000», etc. 

The event study methodology involves four steps: identifying the special event to study; 

choosing a model to estimate abnormal returns; measuring the abnormal returns; and 

analyzing the abnormal returns. 

There are three dominant models for measuring abnormal returns: Mean-Adjusted Return 

Model, Market-Adjusted Return Model, and Market Model. The details of these models 

will be discussed in the next section. 

In these prior studies there is no consensus about the interval and study period used. Some 

of the previous studies focused on the long term impact (monthly interval) of dividend 

changes, e.g. Bolster and Janjigian (1991), Holder, Langrehr, and Hexter (1998). On the 
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other hand, most of more recent researchers, e.g. Aharony and Swary (1980), Woolridge 

(1982), Handjinicolaou and Kalay (1984), Seiler and Rom (1997), Ryan, Besley and Lee 

(2000), Balachandran (2001), and Bhana (2002), focused on the short term impact (daily 

interval). Both monthly and daily data were collected in two of the most frequently cited 

studies, Pettit (1972) and Charest (1978b). And the South African study by Knight and 

Affleck-Graves (1987) used weekly data. 

In respect of the period used, approximately half of the prior studies tested the impact of 

dividend changes over a very long period, e.g. 1. Powell, 1. Shi, and T. Smith (2004) from 

1927 to 1996; R. Sant and A. Cowan (1994) from 1962 to 1987; S. Chen, T. Shevlin, and Y. 

Tong (2004) from 1974 to 1999. In contrast, approximately half of earlier studies tested 

this issue over a relative short period, e.g. Woolridge (1982) from 1971-1977, George, Hein, 

Schmidt, and Solberg (2004) from 1999 to 2000, Ibrahim and Ragab (2004) from 1997 to 

2001, Uddin (2003) from 2001 to 2003. 

In using event study methodology to measure dividend changes effects, there are two major 

difficulties. On the one side, it is impossible to exactly separate the impact of dividend 

announcement from those events which might happened during the event window (Charest 

(1978 a and 1978 b)), thus we cannot make sure that the observed stock price reactions were 

solely caused by the event. On the other side, the features of each company are unique, 

thus the advantages and disadvantages derived from event study method can not be simply 

applied to the companies in general. 

Note there is a trade-off with respect to the width of event window: the longer the event 

window, the higher the likelihood to capture event impact especially in case of uncertain 

event date and information leakage. On the contrary, the longer the event window, the 

higher the effect of other concurrent events and the lower the power of the test statistic will 

be. Brown and Warner (1980) suggested that all other things equal, a more powerful test is 

preferred to a less powerful test, as the power of a test is just the ability of a test to measure 
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abnormal return. Moreover, it has been found that the lower power of the test statistic can 

lead to false explanation about the significance of a dividend changes event (Brown and 

Warner (1985)). Therefore our study focuses on the impact of dividend change events on 

daily data intervals. 

This study has chosen a relatively short (-5, +5) event window to obtain better control for 

confounding impacts of other events and also to ensure the stronger power of test statistic. 

3.1.2 Dominant Models for Estimating Abnormal Returns 

To interpret the stock price reactions to the specific event, we firstly need to specify a model 

generating the normal or expected return, which is the stock return if no event occurred; 

second we need to calculate the abnormal return, which is the difference between actual 

return and normal return. 

Comparing the major models, Mean-Adjusted Return Model, Market Model, and 

Market-Adjusted Return Model, that have been used in event studies, Brown and Warner 

(1980) presented that beyond a simple, one-factor Market Model, the more complicated 

methodologies make the researcher worse off. Dyckman, Philbrick, and Stephan (1984) 

found that the model used will not have much influence on the empirical results, especially if 

daily data is used. 

The Mean-Adjusted Return Model assumed the expected return to be the mean returns of 

company j over the past estimation period: 

R =R 
]I J 

Where Rj denotes the mean returns during the estimation period. It is a simple model. 

The Market Model is a generalized model and frequently used in studies and is based on the 

standard asset-pricing model. The Market Model posits a linear relationship between the 
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return on the individual security and the return on the whole market: 

Where a. and fJ· denote regression coefficients: 
} ./ 

a./ = the intercept of the linear relation for the return on stock) and the market return 

fJ
j 

= the slope of the linear relation between the return on stock) and the market return 

Rmt = the market return over time t 

E:jt = the stochastic error 

The assumption of the Market Model based on the standard CAPM is that the slope and 

intercept term are constant over time. 

Figure 3-1, which states that the expected return from a security is an increasing function of 

its systematic risk called the Security Market Line. 

Expected return on investment 

Security Market Line 

Risk free rate 

fJ 
fJ = I 

Figure 3-1 The capital asset pricing model 

In practise when calculating fJ, different return intervals will result in different fJ values. 

This bias may arise with the application of Market Model. 

In addition when using the Market Model, the coefficients, such as expected return, need to 
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be estimated from observations at least 12 months pnor to the change in dividend 

announcement and then the real stock return may not be the same as the expected return 

estimated during the period studied. 

What should be noted is that Pettit was already aware of the limitation of the Market Model 

from two aspects in his (1972 and 1976) study. From one aspect, the coefficients of the 

Market Model must be estimated during the periods that are different from those periods in 

which the impact of the unique factor is being estimated. From the other aspect, the 

parameters may not be stationary over the period studied. 

As we have mentioned in the previous chapter related to the shortcomings of CAPM, the 

single factor Market Model offered a too simple linear regression. The regression line may 

be biased. 

Woolridge (1982) criticized the daily market return specified by the Market Model as giving 

the lowest and at most times insignificant explanatory power of beta. He applied 

Market-Adjusted Return Model, in which stocks are assumed to have the same beta of 1.0. 

Given a stochastic return-generating progress, Market-Adjusted Return Model specifies 

stock j return Rjt over time t as: 

Where f.1 j t is the expected return of stock j and G jt is the stochastic error telTI1. In 

using Market-Adjusted Return Model, the nOlTI1al or expected return is assumed to be the 

return of market portfolio. A broad market index, such as S&P 500, is usually used (Ghosh 

and Woolridge (1988), Fama and French (1988), and Skinner (2003), etc.) as a proxy of the 

return on the market portfolio: 
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As the true extent of abnonnal return is unknown in an Event Study, Annitage (1995) 

concluded that it is impossible to discern which model is perfonning best. Recognising the 

criticisms of the Market Model mentioned in Woolridge's (1982) research, this study will 

use the Market-Adjusted Return Model. In comparison to other models, the 

Market-Adjusted Return Model does not need an estimation period; and omits statistical tests. 

The disadvantage of this model is that an additional data, i.e. the market index is needed. 

In applying Market-Adjusted Return Model, we define the event date as the declaration date 

of dividends of the listed companies obtained in the McGregor's Database. FTSEIJSE 

Africa All Share Index (ALSI) is employed as the proxy of market return. Two difference 

measures: (1) average abnonnal return (AAR) for each day of the event period and (2) 

cumulative abnonnal return (CAR) are calculated to test the impact of dividend changes on 

stock price. All the related returns are calculated with daily closing prices of the companies 

listed on the JSE market. 

Relevant tenninology is defined as follows: 

" Event date is the date which the change in dividend policy is publicly announced, and t 

denotes the event time, i.e. t = -5"", +5; t = 0 denotes the event date. 

" Event window is defined to be 5 trading days before and 5 trading days after the 

dividend announcement date. This study used 5 days before the event as the changes in 

dividend might leaks out before the public announcements. The possibility of 

infonnation leakage has been considered in many prior studies (Charest (1978), Bolster 

and Janjigian (1991), Dewenter and Warther (1998), and Balachandran (2001), etc.). 

This study used 5 days after the event because it often takes some days for the market to 

fully impound the effects of dividend announcement into stock prices. 
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CHAPTER 3 Research Methodology 

" Normal return is the return expected on the stock during the event window if no event 

occurred. Rm, denotes market return on date t; Rj, stands for Actual return of 

company j on date t. 

" Abnormal return (ARj ,) is calculated as the difference between actual stock return 

Rj, and the predicted normal return Rm,. 

ARj, = Rj, - Rm, 

where, 

ARj' is the market-adjusted abnormal return for stock j over time t. 

Rj, is the return of stock on time t, calculated as (Rj' - R 1(/-1) ) I Rj(/_I) 

Rm, is the market return on time t calculated as (R, - R/_I) I R/_ I. Where, R, 

is the FTSE/JSE Africa All Share Index on day t. R/_ I is the FTSEIJSE Africa 

All Share Index on day t -1 . 

Let j = 1"", N identify the companies in this sample. A portfolio's AR at each time is 

AR, = sum from j = 1 to N of each ARj, IN. Here ARj, is the abnormal return at 

time t of security j . Used in the context of Market-Adjusted Return Model, abnormal 

return means the return to a portfolio in excess of the return to a market portfolio. The 

abnormal returns can be negative. In this study, Average Abnormal Return (AAR) is 

primarily used to assess the dividend change effects. 

Cumulative abnormal return (CAR), the second measure of this study, is defined as: Sum 

of the difference between the expected return on a stock and the actual return that comes 

from the release of dividend announcement changes to the JSE. Over a window from t = 1 

to T, CAR is the sum of all the AR's: 
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CHAPTER 3 Research Methodology 

T 

CAR jT = I AR/, 
(=1 

The plot of CARj' against t will show a clearer picture about how the changes in dividend 

announcement were incorporated into stock prices (refer to Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3). 

This approach was approved in the Brown and Warner (1980) paper. Average cumulative 

abnormal return (ACAR) is employed to test the effects of dividend changes in this study. 

3.1.3 T-test 

Finally, we used a parametric test to determine the statistical significance of market-adjusted 

average abnormal return of dividend changes stocks over the event window. The 

t - statistics were calculated cross-sectionally by using the standard deviation of abnormal 

returns of the portfolio of 48 companies. 

For any portfolio at time t, the average abnormal return AAR, IS 

where N is the number of securities in that portfolio, ARj , is the abnormal return of the 

/' security at time t. Let S, be the cross-sectional standard deviation, then 

1 N 2 

S, = -I(AR,,-AAR,) 
N -1,=1 

Hence the t - statistic with degree of freedom of N -1 is calculated using 
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CHAPTER 3 Research Methodology 

The null hypothesis is 

Ho: AAR, =0 

and the alternative is 

HI :AAR, *0 

It is a dual side T - test. We compare the Tstat calculated with the key T - value of 

N -1 freedom at a specific significant level a, expressed as t( I I' 
I,N-I, :;a) 

If 

Tstat > t( N-I, ~a) 

then the null hypothesis will be rejected, i,e" there is abnormal return, Otherwise, we 

accept the null hypothesis and there's no abnormal return, 

3.2 Data Source 

3.2.1 Data Base, Sample Selection Criteria and Time Period 

Considered some of the historical events coinciding with the South African economic and 

political circumstance might have affected investors, and made their expectations go through 

peaks and troughs, This study used a five-year period (from 1 January 2000 to 31 

December 2004) of relative stability in risk levels, tax laws, and inflation rate compared with 

the isolation period and the beginning of democracy in South Africa. 

As significant changes were made to the structure of the JSE in 1999 with the consolidation 

of some sectors and the unbundling and creation of new sectors, this study chose the source 

data period from 1 January 2000 to 31 December 2004. 

In South Africa, cash dividends are typically declared twice yearly, depending on each 
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CHAPTER 3 Research Methodology 

company's fiscal year. The first dividend declaration being made after the first half year 

and referred to as an interim declaration, and the second and final declaration is made at the 

beginning of the next fiscal year. If the Dividend Signalling Hypothesis is relevant to the 

JSE, an examination of stock price behaviour around announcements of dividend changes is 

particularly important. The following five criteria were used for the selection of companies 

to be included in the sample: 

1. The change in dividend announcement is limited to cash dividend changes; 

2. Companies must pay regular interim and final cash dividends from January 2000 to 

December 2004; 

3. Special dividends or extraordinary dividends, stock split, stock dividends, rights or 

more than one interim or final dividend were not issued during 2000-2004 period; 

4. There are no other events, e.g. take over, mergers, acquisitions, in the 11 days 

surrounding dividend announcement day so as to avoid the confounding effect of 

other events; 

5. Daily closing prices of each company must have been available for 11 trading days 

surrounding the announcement date (5 trading days before and 6 trading days on 

and after the announcement date). 

The above restrictions ensure that the samples observed are seasoned and stable thereby 

making the sample characteristics estimated comparable and reliable. The original sample 

contained 48 companies. 

This sample selection process yielded 480 cash dividend changes events over five years from 

January 2000 to December 2004 made by 48 unique companies. Of these, 356 were 

dividend increase events, 75 dividend decrease events, and 49 dividend no change events. 

The interim and final dividend announcements for the sample companies were obtained from 

the McGregor's Database at the University of Cape Town. Dividend announcement 

changes are defined relative to the previous year's value, that is, there is an 
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CHAPTER 3 Research Methodology 

increaselreduction if the interim/final dividend per share this year IS more/less than the 

interim/final dividend per share paid last year. 

The descriptive statistics relating to the characteristics of dividend policy of sample 

companies is presented in section 4.1 in the next chapter. 

The following steps were used to measure the dividend change impact on stock prices: The 

first step was the calculation of dividend changes and the percentage change for each 

semi-year of sample companies. In section 4.2, samples were then divided into two groups 

relating to increases and decreases in dividend announcements. 

In order to analyse the percentage change effects, set out in section 4.3, companIes 

experiencing dividend increases and decreases were further allocated into five and four 

subgroups respectively according to the magnitude of the dividend changes. The first 

subgroup were the companies which increased/decreased their dividends less than or equal to 

10%; the second subgroup were the companies which increased/decreased their dividends 

greater than 10% but less than or equal to 20%; the third subgroup were the companies 

which increased/decreased their dividends greater than 20% but less than or equal to 50%; 

the fourth subgroup were the companies which increased/decreased their dividends greater 

than 50% but less than or equal to 100%; and the last subgroup were the companies which 

only increased their dividends greater than 100%. 

In section 4.4, two new portfolios were constructed based on the sample companies' fiscal 

year relating to interim dividends and final dividends. These two portfolios were further 

allocated into four subgroups (less than and equal to 50% dividend decrease, greater than 

50% dividend decrease, less than and equal to 50% dividend increase, and greater than 50% 

dividend increase) based on the magnitude of interim and final dividend changes, 

respectively. The result derived from this part of the test confirms the result of percentage 

change effects derived from the last section. 
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CHAPTER 3 Research Methodology 

Finally, in section 4.5, this analysis is extended by testing size effects of stock price around 

dividend changes. The samples were broken down by stock price (less than or equal to 

1000 cents per share, less than or equal to 5000 cents per share, and greater than 5000 cents 

per share) the day before the dividend change events in order to examine the impact of 

price-specific different market reactions to dividend changes, which enables us to gain 

insight into the stock price behaviour in the context of the JSE. 
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4 Empirical Results 

Section 4.1 presents the descriptive statistics. The results are detailed in Table 4-1, Table 

4-2, Table 4-3, Table 4-4, and Figure 4-1. Section 4.2 measures the impacts of unexpected 

dividend changes on the market value of sampled companies. The results are reported in 

Table 4-5, Table 4-6, and Figure 4-2. Section 4.3 explores the impacts of dividend 

announcements relative to different percentage changes. The data are tabulated in Figure 

4-3 and Figure 4-4. The market reactions to interim and final dividend changes are tested 

and the results are reported in section 4.4. We see the results in Table 4-7, Table 4-8, Figure 

4-5, and Figure 4-6. The further test relative to the percentage changes of interim and final 

dividends are reported in Table 4-9, Figure 4-7, and Figure 4-8, respectively. Finally, the 

results of stock price effect are included in section 4.5. The findings are tabulated in Figure 

4-9 and Figure 4-10. 

All the above tests are performed by using Microsoft Excel. The empirical results are 

generated from some YBA programmes. The YBA codes are attached in the Appendix. 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics on Sample Companies 

This study begins by presenting the descriptive statistics on characteristics of dividend policy 

changed companies and comparing the different characteristics between dividend increase 

companies and dividend decrease companies. 
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CHAPTER 4 Empirical Results 

Table 4-1 Distribution of Dividend Changes by year 2000-2004 

2000 68 19.10% 14 28.57% 14 18.67% 

2001 69 19.38% 12 24.49% 15 20.00% 

2002 79 22.19% 2 4.08% 15 20.00% 

2003 68 19.10% 8 16.33% 20 26.67% 

2004 72 20.22% 13 26.53% 11 14.67% 

Total 356 100% 49 100% 75 100% 

Table 4-2 Stock Price Per-Share of Increasing and Decreasing Observations (Day before 

the Event) 

<= 1000 148 41.57% 26 34.67% 

<=5000 149 41.85% 16 21.33% 

>5000 59 16.57% 33 44.00% 

Total 356 100% 75 100% 
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Table 4-3 Distribution of observations by Industry classification 

Resource Mining 33 9.27% 30 40% 

Oil and gas 7 1.97% 1.33% 

Basic industries Chemical 16 4.49% 2 2.66% 

Construction & building material 26 7.3% 1.33% 

General industrials Diversified industrials 8 2.25% 1.33% 

Electronic & electrical equipment 14 3.93% 3 4% 

Engineering and machinery 8 2.25% 0 0 

Cyclical consumer goods Automobiles and parts 10 2.81% 0 0 

Non cyclical consumer Beverages 10 2.81% 6 8% 

goods Food producers and processors 8 2.25% 0 0 

Cyclical services General retailers 41 11.52% 6 8% 

Leisure and hotels 8 2.25% 0 0 

Support services 18 5.06% 0 0 

Non cyclical services Food and drug retailers 30 8.43% 0 0 

Financials Banks 38 10.67% 1.33% 

Insurance 15 4.21% 3 4% 

Life assurance 10 2.81% 4 5.33% 

Real estate 56 15.73% 17 22.67% 

TOTAL 356 100% 75 100% 
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Table 4-4 Magnitude of Dividend Changes 

No. of Observations Percentage No. of Observations Percentage 

<= 10% 627 16.01% 132 16.00% 

<= 20% 979 25.00% 176 21.33% 

<=50% 1617 41.29% 341 41.33% 

<=100% 363 9.27% 176 21.33% 

> 100% 330 8.43% 

Total 3916 100% 825 100% 

From Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1 we can see, the number of dividend events such as increases 

in dividends, no changes in dividends, and decreases in dividends are widely spread over the 

five years. Sample companies declared the most increase announcements in 2002, and the 

least number of decrease announcements were declared in 2004. The decrease 

announcements (75 events) captured 15.63% of the total announcements 

(356 + 49 + 75 = 480 events) over the five year study period. This is consistent with the 

view that managers are reluctant to cut dividends once they start paying dividends to 

shareholders (Lintner (1956), Kalay (1980), DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Skinner (1995), 

Allen, Bernardo, and Welch (2000), Balachandran (2001), Brav, Graham, Harvey, and 

Michaely (2004), etc.). Such a low rate that the decreases involved reflects the truth that 

dividend decreases are still seen as negative signals and companies do not want to transfer 

unfavourable news to investors, especially when the perspective of company might not be 

really negative. This result is also consistent with Fama and Babiak's (1968) finding that 

most managers made an effort to smooth dividend payments. 
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4.2 Analysis of Market Reactions Surrounding 

Dividend Change Announcements 
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Day& ... I.t"'. to '''''0,,,,,,.,,, ... 1$ 

>.50~ 

Figl,'" 4-4 ACAR of 825 ob,ervatlon, o_er penod from day -5 to day 5 relatl~e to dividend 

decr~~ se rates 

!nt~restingl)'_ mal'ket interprets the deef."e arulOULl<emenb of 21}'10 to 50'/, j><fec-nl'ge "' 

good ,,~w, _ a, inv<stofs eorneJ ]X"iti"e "'CAR dUriLlg the I I -doy rcfiod studied T.hk 4_4 

<how, US thi' part of ~,'e nts capture 41.33'/, of lot') dec,..,e ob,e'-"OtlOLl', Possible 

"plan.ILM lll. Y I", lh.l unl".vol1rah)e annOlULcement, are amicipated aLld hence ar. nnt fully 

retkc-led dunng tM 'hm1 e\'ellt winJow \FenIl and Liang (2000), Roman (2000), ond 

,m, ll numbo,:,- of dcerea,~ "",,-,,'.tH,"' Inc ,e,ull, 01" loc S<>ulh AI",ie.n Oor",_ Arch~r, 

and Smn \ 1987) "uJy also ,ugge<l lha. in many ca,"" lSI , 1m .W,,' wer~ k[[er off holding 

a h.d dll'idcnJ dec-I.m,ion porlfo ll(} Mer the: 1973. 1 9~4 p~,i '.J.-;_ 

Still. e" idellce derived j;-atll dc-cr."es illdiem., thm OLl .. e"ge, Ll",. slOr, recognizc-d 

AC,"R on d,y +5) .nd the d.ta arc- t.bubl~d In hguIT 4·1 
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CHAPTER 4 Empirical Results 

4.4 Analysis of Interim versus Final Effects 

Surrounding Dividend Change Announcements 

This section examines the increase and decrease clusters further allocated into two 

sub-groups based on interim and final declaration of cash dividend. 

Interim dividends are announced at the half year. Final dividends are announced right after 

the declaration of annual accounting results. If the market participants recognize the 

relationship between dividend changes and the changes of managerial prospect of risk and 

profitability, then this should be reflected simultaneously in the market reaction around event 

date. 

Table 4-7 and Table 4-8 display the differences in AARs and ACARs between interim and 

final announcements over eleven-day window relative to dividend changes. 
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CHAPTER 4 Empirical Results 

Table 4-7 Interim versus Final AAR and ACAR relative to dividend increases 

AAR I-value ACAR AAR I-value ACAR 

-5 0.00103 0.71081 0.00103 0.00167 1.07688 0.00167 

-4 -0.00111 -0.80586 -0.00008 0.00068 0.42683 0.00235 

-3 -0.00021 -0.15789 -0.00030 0.00314 1.45378 0.00550 

-2 0.00088 0.60481 0.00059 0.00458 2.66238*** 0.01008 

-1 0.00272 2.02573** 0.00330 0.00595 2.21401** 0.01603 

o 0.01138 5.03480*** 0.01469 0.00312 1.20932 0.01915 

0.00848 3.53885*** 0.02316 0.00584 1.71805* 0.02498 

2 0.00213 1.16179 0.02530 0.00826 3.19917*** 0.03325 

3 0.00055 0.33634 0.02584 0.00373 2.12180** 0.03697 

4 0.00210 1.16139 0.02794 -0.00063 -0.33101 0.03634 

5 -0.00070 -0.41480 0.02725 0.00223 1.02487 0.03857 

Mean 0.00103 0.00314 

Median 0.00248 0.00351 

Evenls 179 177 

Notes: AAR is the average abnormal returns. ACAR is the cumulative average abnorn1al returns. *, **, and *** 

are significant at the \0%,5%, and 1% level respectively. 

Table 4-7 presents the average abnormal returns (AAR), t-value, and cumulative average 

abnormal returns (ACAR) for 179 increase events of interim dividend and 177 increase 

events of final dividend over the eleven event days. The stocks of announcing increases 

companies have a significant abnormal performance for interim and final increases. For 

interim dividend increases: on day -1, AAR IS significant at the 5% level 

(t - value = 2.02573); from day 0 to day + 1, the AARs are significant at the 1 % level 

(t - value = 5.03480 and 3.53885, respectively). For final dividend increases: on day -2 and 
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CHAPTER 4 Empirical Results 

day +2, the AARs are significant at the 1% level (t-value=2.66238 and 3.19917, 

respectively); on day-l and day +3, the AARs are significant at the 5% level 

(t - value =2.21401 and 2.12180, respectively); on day + 1, the AAR is significant at the 

10% level (t - value = 1.71805). 

Table 4-8 Interim versus Final AAR and ACAR relative to dividend decreases 

AAR I-value ACAR AAR I-value ACAR 

-5 -0.00656 -1.36816 -0.00656 0.00305 1.30161 0.00305 

-4 0.00327 0.87446 -0.00329 0.00502 1.12811 0.00807 

-3 -0.00662 -1.32394 -0.00991 -000273 -0.91747 0.00534 

-2 0.00754 1.68854 -0.00237 -0.00275 -1.30256 0.00258 

-1 0.00082 0.17582 -0.00154 0.00291 1.32072 0.00549 

o -0.00025 -0.07624 -0.00180 0.00501 1.55617 0.01050 

-0.00473 -0.98889 -0.00653 0.00468 1.56264 0.01518 

2 -0.00412 -0.56660 -0.01065 -0.00425 -1.35865 0.01093 

3 -0.00155 -0.31753 -0.01220 -0.00320 -1.18778 0.00773 

4 -0.00309 -0.98741 -0.01529 0.00326 1.18837 0.01099 

5 -0.00148 -0.45992 -0.01677 -0.00011 -0.03844 0.01088 

Mean -0.00155 0.00291 

Median -0.00152 0.00099 

Evenls 33 42 

Notes: AAR is the average abnormal returns. ACAR is the cumulative average abnornlal returns. *, **, and *** 

are significant at the 10%,5%, and 1% level respectively. 

The sample companies announcmg interim reductions experienced poor performance 

subsequent to the announcements (reflected in Table 4-8, negative AAR since event date and 

negative ACAR over the entire study period). In contrast, the market seems to have reacted 
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F;gur~ 4-6 I "t~ rim versus ri"~1 AGAR r£%tlYe to dea~ase JI1fX)uncffTlents 

['igure 4-6 displa}s that stoc k remon, ,re more vobtil. to bC>lh mterim oDd tinoi "'cTeo « 

.nn(>llnc.~nt5 preceding t~ ,nnouncemenL ",h,,-h i, difrero n! hom the ,tohle and •• rI,o< 

po, itive marh! re:>ellOns to interim and finol incre",... After [he event d,te. the mt."m 

ACAR Ue""'"' day hy Jay over (b" p0S{-atUlOUnc"nent doys whL)' tl~ finol AC'AR 

ob ,er:ed in this study is ,,,n,,,ton! w,\h the R"lachaTIci,an (200 1) sluuy_ 

Tl~ ",'i<knee of tl", !labell"nelmn (2001) p"per Lndk,ted [h,l except [or the ",-em window 

[rom dlY 2 10 do}' 20, the ",ock pne" ,""'lion, wee< !;r<at<r for the intenl1l d]\'ici< nd 

"duttLons lban fin,l uiv~nd r~d~,llOns al ll'" 2% I~\el [or .11 tb, event ",indow" 

,ea"lOn \Va, , lall,lically ,i .. rnifil:antiy ~reale, [or Llll~rim di"uenu ,ed~l:IL"nS lhan fM fin. 1 

dL videnu reduction, [M .. li the di vldenu "ductLon groops. indlcallng that II", df.c! u[ int'rlm 

di vidend reduction, wos much strong"' than thot of tinot dividend ,.du,hon" 

K,lO ond L"e""", tein (1995 ) indicar. d 1hot d", imp<lcts uf tiscol yeo" end ex -di\idend day, 
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a" g"aler lh,n lho'~ of lTIt~"'" ~x-di\'iJend Joys, which j, contra,y to the ll,llchondj,n 

(20UI) mtmm , ho<:k finding 

Tf-cr~ ar~ four allemal"~ "planali()TlS f().- 'he ,0n,.,,,, lm ,,!>ensilive mal~e, "action to linal 

dlVld'THl d~cr~ases !'ir'l, a' tn. pn{emiai manipul"io!l of linal accounting dOl'. imen", 

dmdend i. ann()unc~d pnor tn the annual linancial reporl. it i, th~s considered w l>< more 

,eliable S~cnfld, lh~ pm!>ab '!.I}' I() ,,~n-'r a loss ha, b'~n anticipa<ed in the company's 

interim reporl t hud, ,he" ha, al ,~ad)' b",n,n im~,,," diw\end wiuction pjiO!" l() th<- fLnal 

01 ... so tho imp'{'t of lim 1 red union " "e"ened_ L.'t, 1l mighl h<o du~ 10 Ih~ 'mall ,ampl, 

size of di,-idend decreoses, 

Figure 4_(, dISp lay" Ih" (Ifl "~rag~. i1l>'e>[,,,-, do n()llo" valu~ fmm I1n,1 deerea_", over II,., 

'nl,,, ,,-en' "LIKio", SLllxhvnbng de"eose annu~nc"nent' is IKl " "-,, imporlant to tl1l1hef 

lnl~'Pr.t th<o parli aliy PO,ili vc ma"c, "aUmr!> lo the fin,1 ,bvidend reductions_ 

IJ .. I, from Ik la,1 '~cl]()n nf thi, "ud)' ha.' , IKl",n that there i, a strung pu'l11\'e relahoo 

h<'w'~n Ih~ p"r<:emag' dmMnd increa", and market reo([;un,_ In order to lind out ifthi' 

,,1, lwn ,I,ll ~xi;I' af,er II", lnul '''',",\'allons wen: l>ro~en ,,\to imeum and finaL an 

oud"i,~,.l Ill'-"tigotion "as cu<,u'ucted w examme th~ robustn." of the jesuits jepurted in 

hgLl" 4-.1 and F1gur~ 4-4 ()f II", Ia,l 'cclion Ba'ed on dw ,ize of diviMnd chang~" 'he 

\TIterim and final evenc. ()f d,vidend changes wer~ fLlrther di"i,led 11"0 f(KIT , "hgmup' 

b'T~at.r ,h,n 5~'b m"ea,. ,. Ie" Ihan or eqlL. llo 50~'; mcr~a,e,. grealer thaTl 50% dn·rea,~,. 

and Ie" th,n or ~quol to 50',", decr~. ,.,', r",pective ly The ,-, ," lh .re calcll l'l~d and 

t.bulol~d in Toble 4-9 
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In~ market Tcact< JrJ>lic.lIy 10 th" ):uge d j\'''~nd chonge, on the JSE. 

Final ACAR 
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Figure 4-8 Fi ",,1 ACA R relat ive to perce nl"eJ e ch"".es 

Comp"rlng hg"r~ 4-8 "itll h gure 4_7 we see ,ubst.lnti"lly negJli'-e common share P"OO 

TcaolL()ns to hC>lh , ubgroup, of inter"" di,'ide,,.l deere,,", Till' "";(\01100 confirm, 1"0 

tlT>din~' of Ii>:: Il alaohanJran, Cadle, and The obald (1999) sUl dy chat 'he magnitude of ,md 

pnco reaction, 10 mleTlTll di\iJ."d Me",",.,,, st.lti,tJcolly significantly rdoted to tho OlZO or 
the dl vHknJ '\<:or"",",_ 1 ;nhkc mere",. Ob"""'Jlion" (I" mal~et re'pond, to less lilon 50% 

"nf,,;-o"rablc. los.' lh.n ~~", tinai <ko"ase, . 0""' (h" Jays -1, 0, Jnd 11 In interpreting U,. 

lmpit"' i"'n' 0 r tlk,~ re,ults for JiviJenJ Jecre.,e,. among {he explanJt;",,, we supplied in 

{hi, ,,"ction, 0""' point should be noted again. {hat tho positiw market re'ponse may be 

associated ",ith ,"ve,tors' correct ~nticip"t"m of <hidend r~duc!ion, lle nee d,,·iJcnJ 

,educliollS h'''~ noi been Imked 10 , lock price on nont dato Smcc Jay +1, r~J"C!ion,' af~ 
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rh~ .vid~nc~ d"ind tJom thLS ."cllon flLTthc", C()nt1m" the [mding' of the Ia, t se((;",) {hat 

the larger the p"rccntage of d;v;ocnd chang". the gn;.lcr Ih~ n1aTlcl r~"'tiom arc 

4.5 Size Effects of Stock Price Surrounding 

Dividend Change Announcements 

F;nolly, ",z" effccts of ,I("' ~ price ()n ,hard~)l""r', wealth around e"'nt date were 

conSLde,"'d Il ",a, ab() p'''''hle 10 brea' down the samples by ,rock prj,,, in order {o 

,',"mmc the ,n1p.ct of pric~-'p"cific diff~renl marlet [~"'l1ons to dividend ,hang,", 

Di,-idend lI)c rCJSe ond decrea,e (>b'~f\'alion' Were r~all(),al~d !nW thre~ ,ub-group,_ 

lowcr-p,,",'d ('10C~ pr",,' b. Ih.n .nd equal t() ]()O() cen" pcr ,hare) . med;um-prjced (s{ock 

price 1". ,han .,;.:1 equal to SOOO ",'nt, PC' , hoTC'). and h,gher.priccd (,t,)(,k price ~real~r th.n 

5000 "nt, per ,h.are), w;pecti\'ely, 

Am()n~ lhe 43 1 dl\'ld~nd change e\'~nt' (431 x 11 - 4741 ob,ervatiollS). the fe"~" It"'g ,"",pIe 

conlan" 1 4~ ,bvidend mcrea,e e\'ent< declared by lower-prired COmPOHl", 149 dn'ldmd 

lnerco", ",-"n" dccl.",d hy medmm_priced ,ample comp.me,. and the remaining 59 

con{o"" 26, 16. "nd 33 dl\'idcnd d"erco", """nl, d"cla,"'d by low~r.p"ced companie,_ 

med i"m-pric,'d companies, and hLghcT-pricc'd compani«. ",'pecll,'ely (_<ee 'table 4.1) 
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Of pauicular m{"est " the findUlg lila[ J more poS1UW price reaclim' tn divl<lcnd ,ncr","" " 

aSioci.led with lower-priced camp.onie, during j>",t-announcemen{ day' In Figure 4-~ 

c(>mpann~ "L Ih hl ghcr.p')(cd and Inwc r_priced ,nmpan,c" (he lll\'Csi (>[' "f n1cdi um_pm_cd 
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.~.-::---:=:;---O"~' ~ . ~ 
Decreases ACAR 
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Figure 4-10 ACAR of dividerd clecreases relative to dlfterent stock price IRam In cents) 

categ0'Y 

poSf-JnllOUnccm<nt day" Fi~UT< 4_10 ,1><,,,,, , that !,)r h'~hcT.pric~J cornpanie" Jeclaring 

d,,-idcnd r<dUC1L~n" 'lock pncc rc<:hlCtion ()ceu" evenly dunng the p<'''.anI>()unc~ment Jay, 

iOl' .r-priced comp.nies k<ep nUC(llJtjn~ dllTin!! the entu< event wmdow Di,-idend 

d~crc.,c ob,cr,anons indicated lh., lower-priced comp.nies ".eled most dr."ic.ll, dming 

the post-announcement day<, Thi' jinding j, consistent with BJjJj and \'lJh" (19'1{) and 

1 'l95) arglLm<m iliat n .. rket I'extiolls ale gr" t.r for a Iow<r-pnceJ company's ;tocks. 
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusions and Future Research 

5 Conclusions and Future Research 

5.1 Conclusions 

This study has examined the market reactions to increases and decreases III dividend 

announcements. The empirical results indicate the following: 

(1) South African managers are aware of the signalling potentials of dividend changes and 

are reluctant to reduce dividend payments once these have been initiated. Over the 

five-year study period, the dividend decrease events only captured 15.63% of the total 

dividend announcements. 

(2) The result drawn from the total 3916 dividend increase observations indicates that an 

increase in dividends signals favourable news. From event day -1 to day +2, the AARs 

are all significant at the 1% level. On event day -2, the AAR is significant at the 5% 

level. On event day +3, the AAR is significant at the 10% level. 

(3) Average Abnormal Returns (AARs) are generally positively related with absolute 

dividend change rate (with exception of market reactions to reductions in the range 20% 

to 50%). The larger the percentage change of dividends, the greater the market 

reactions were found to be. 

(4) Observed market reactions to dividend increases are greater than observed market 

reactions to dividend decreases. Around event date, there is a significant positive 

relationship between market response and dividend increases. However, it cannot be 

concluded that market reaction is also significantly positively related to decrease 

announcements. With the exception of market reaction to 20% to 50% decreases, all 

other decrease observations are explained by the negative abnormal returns. 

There are five possible explanations for the somewhat insensitive market response to 
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusions and Future Research 

dividend decreases: timely market reactions to the dividend decreases, small sample size of 

dividend decreases, the possible anticipation of an unfavourable dividend announcement, the 

potential manipulation of accounting data, and the weakened impact of the final reduction 

because of an earlier decrease in interim dividends. 

It appears that there is informational content about company value in dividend change 

announcements on the JSE. 

This paper has further examined investor behaviour around the date of interim and final 

dividend announcements, and the following conclusions can be made: 

(1) In the case of the percentage change effects of interim and final dividends, except 

market reaction to less than 50% final decreases, the larger the dividend change, the 

greater is the same direction of market response. 

(2) Market reactions to both categories (less than and equal to 50% and greater than 50%) 

of interim increases are about double the reactions to both categories (less than and 

equal to 50% and greater than 50%) of interim decrease, respectively (Figure 4-7). 

This finding suggests that the impacts of interim dividend increase are much stronger 

than the impacts of interim dividend decrease on the JSE. It is consistent with the 

previous finding of this study that observed market reactions to increase announcements 

are greater than observed market reactions to decrease announcements. 

(3) The final dividend increases triggered greater market reactions than interim increases. 

On the contrary, market reactions are stronger to the interim dividend reductions than 

final dividend reductions. 

These results further support the information content of dividends hypothesis. And the 

strongest support for the information content of the dividends hypothesis comes from both 

interim and final increases. 

Finally, this study has examined the sIze effects of stock prices on market reactions to 
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dividend changes. The results indicate that more positive abnormal returns are associated 

with increase announcements declared by lower-priced companies and more negative 

abnormal returns are associated with decrease announcements declared by lower-priced 

compames. The conclusion drawn from these findings is that compared with 

medium-priced and higher-priced stocks, the market reactions of lower-priced stocks are 

subject to more drastically reacting during the post-announcement days on the JSE. These 

results are consistent with prior study (Bajaj and Vijh (1990 and 1995» and enable us to gain 

a new insight into stock price behaviour during post-announcement event days in the context 

of the JSE. 

However, this mini thesis focused on the effects of dividend announcements, as some other 

factors, e.g. earnmgs changes, tax regimes, growth opportunities, dividend stability, 

end-of-fiscal year, etc. could also have potential impacts on the market reactions. We 

cannot draw the conclusions that observed market reactions were exclusively caused by the 

event of dividend announcements. 

5.2 Future Research 

This research focused on the relationship between the company specific events, e.g. the role 

of dividend changes in determining stock market activity, e.g. the stock price movements 

following dividend change announcement. The stock market activity can be defined in 

different aspects, e.g. stock price movements or volume traded, etc. Further research may 

serve to emphasize the correlation between the company specific events and volume traded. 

It has been well established by prior researchers (Asquith and Mullins (1983), Dielman and 

Oppenheimer (1984), Ghosh and Woolridege (1988), Sant and Cowan (1994), Michaely, 

Thaler, and Womack (1995), Dyl and Weigand (1998), and Wang (2004» that 

positive/negative market reactions are associated with the major changes of a company's 

dividend policy: dividend initiations and omissions. 
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This research has shown positively relationship between short run market reactions and the 

increases/decreases of dividends on the JSE. Further research efforts should focus on 

testing short run market reactions to dividend initiations and omissions. The result may 

provide new insights about the effect of dividend changes on the JSE. 

Future investigation may also reveal those companies with irregular cash dividend 

declarations. Comparing the market response to dividend change announcements made by 

companies with different dividend policies or pattern could reinforce or question the 

evidence found in the current study. 
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Appendix 

1 Stock data 

Data source: McGregor's Database, University of Cape Town; 

Data period: 01, January, 2000- 31, December, 2004 

Stock labels: 

\. ANGGOLD 17. INVICTA 

2. ANGLOPLAT 18. CMH 

3. IMPLATS 19. DISTELL 

4. TRNSHEX 20. KWV BEL 

5. ANGLO 21. OCEANA 

6. ASSMANG 22. JDGROUP 

7. ASSORE 23. EDCON 

8. SASOL 24. FOSCHNI 

9. AFROX 25. TRUWTHS 

10. AECI 26. NUCLICKS 

I \. ITLTILE 27. CITY LOG 

12. CERAMIC 28. BOWCALF 

13. GROUP-5 29. NAMPAK 

14. BARWORLD 30. PICKNPAY 

15. DELTA 3\. PIKWIK 

16. GRINTEK 32. SHOPRIT 

2 VBA Codes 

2.1 Distribution of Dividend Changes 
Option Base 1 

Sub test_50 

Dim i. j. k. m. Num. jthDivDateSeek As Integer 

Appendix 

33. ABSA 

34. FIRSTRAND 

35. RMBH 

36. STANBANK 

37. GLENMIB 

38. SANTAM 

39. AFLIFE 

40. LIB-HOLD 

4\' ATLAS 

42. CAPITAL 

43. GRAYPROP 

44. HYPROP 

45. OCTO DEC 

46. PAN PROP 

47. PREMIUM 

48. PUTPROP 

Dim S. StockO. DDateO. Event_Date. IntOrFnl As String, S_Num, N As Integer, ARO, CARO As Double, CAR_Sum As Double 

S_Num = 48 

N = 10 

ReDim Stock(S_Num), DDate(S_Num, N), AR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N,·5 To 5), CAR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5) 

Dim DivChgRate, AARO, ACARO As Double, DOFO, Inc_DOFO, P _Num, P _Seq As Integer 

P_Num = 3 

ReDim AAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), ACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Inc_DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim Inc_AARO, Inc_ACARO As Double, Price As Long 
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Appendix 

ReDim Inc_AAR(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), Inc_ACAR(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim SmplO, Inc_SmpIO, STDO, Inc_STDO, TstatO, Inc_TstatO As Double 

ReDim STD(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Inc_STD(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Tstat(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Inc_ Tstat(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

ReDim Smpl(P _Num, 5) 

For i = 1 To P _Num 

For m = 1 To 5 

Smpl(i, m) = 0 

Next m 

Next j 

Fori = 1 To 620 

S = Trim(Sheets("Dividend").Range("B" & i + 4)) 

If S <> "" Then 

Forj= 1 ToN 

DivChgRate = Sheets("Dividend").Range("G" &j + i + 3) 

m = (12 - j) \ 2 

P _Seq = 2 - Sgn(DivChgRate) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m) = Smpl(P _Seq, m) + 1 

Nextj 

End If 
Next i 

Fori = 1 To P_Num 

For m = 1 To 5 

Smpl(i, m) = 11 • Smpl(i, m) 

Sheets("stats6").Cells(m + 4, 2 • i) = Smpl(i, m) 

Nextm 
Next j 

End Sub 

2.2 T-test of Dividend Increases and Decreases 
Option Base 1 

Sub Test_20 

Dim i, j, k, m, Num, jthDivDateSeek As Integer 

Dim S, StockO, DDateO, Event_Date, IntOrFnl As String, S_Num, N As Integer, ARO, CARO As Double, CAR_Sum As Double 

S_Num = 48 

N = 10 

ReDim Stock(S_Num), DDate(S_Num, N), AR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5), CAR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5) 

Dim DivChgRate, AARO, ACARO As Double, DOFO, FnLDOFO, P _Num, P _Seq As Integer 

P_Num = 3 
ReDim AAR(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), ACAR(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Fnl_DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim FnLAARO, FnLACARO As Double 

ReDim Fnl_AAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), FnLACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim SmplO, Fnl_SmpIO, STDO, FnLSTDO, TstatO, Fnl_TstatO As Double 

ReDim STD(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), FnLSTD(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Tstat(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Fnl_Tstat(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), _ 

Smpl(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5,1 To 400), FnLSmpl(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5,1 To 400) 

For i = 1 To P_Num 

Form=-5T05 

AAR(i, m) = 0 

ACAR(i, m) = 0 

DOF(i, m) = 0 

STD(i, m) = 0 

Next m 

Next i 

Num = 0 

Fori = 1 To 620 

S = Trim(Sheets("Dividend").Range("B" & i + 4)) 

If S <> "" Then 

Num::: Num + 1 
Stock(Num) = S 

jthDivDateSeek = 1400 

For j = 1 To N 

DDate(Num, j) = Sheets("Dividend").Range("D" & j + i + 3) 
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DivChgRate = Sheets("Dividend").Range("G" &j + i + 3) 

For k = jthDivDateSeek To 1 Step-1 

Event_Date = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("A" & k + 4) 

If Event_Date = DDate(Num, j) Then 

CAR_Sum = 0 

Form = -5 To 5 

Appendix 

AR(Num, j, m) = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("C" & k + 4 + m) - Sheets("AII Share").Range("C" & k + 4 + m) 

CAR_Sum = CAR_Sum + AR(Num, j, m) 

CAR(Num, j, m) = CAR_Sum 

If DivChgRate < -0 Then 

P_Seq = 1 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Eiself DivChgRate = 0 Then 

P_Seq = 2 

Else 

AAR(P_Seq, m) = AAR(p_Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

P_Seq = 3 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

End If 

Nextm 
jthDivDateSeek = k 

k = 1 
End If 

Next k 

Nextj 

End If 

Next i 

Fori = 1 To P_Num 

Form = -5 To 5 

If DOF(i, m) <> 0 Then 

AAR(i, m) = AAR(i, m) I DOF(i, m) 

ACAR(i, m) = ACAR(i, m) I DOF(i, m) 

End If 

For j = 1 To DOF(i, m) 

STD(i, m) = STD(i, m) + (Smpl(i, m, j) - AAR(i, m)) • 2 

Nextj 

STD(i, m) = Sqr(STD(i, m) I (DOF(i, m) - 1)) 

Tstat(i, m) = AAR(i, m) • Sqr(DOF(i, m)) I STD(i, m) 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 10,2) = AAR(1, m) 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 1 0, 3) = STD(1, m) 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 10,4) = Tstat(1, m) 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 10, 5) = ACAR(1, m) 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 25, 2) = AAR(3, m) 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 25, 3) = STD(3, m) 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 25, 4) = Tstat(3, m) 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 25, 5) = ACAR(3, m) 

Next m 

Sheets("stats2").Cells(20, i + 5) = DOF(i, 0) - 1 

Next i 
End Sub 
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2.3 Percentage Change Effects 

Change Announcements 
Option Base 1 

Sub Test_40 

Dim i, j, k, m, Num, jthDivDateSeek As Integer 

Appendix 

surrounding Dividend 

Dim S, StockO, DDateO, Event_Date, IntOrFnl As String, S_Num, N As Integer, ARO, CARO As Double, CAR_Sum As Double 

S_Num = 48 

N = 10 

ReDim Stock(S_Num), DDate(S_Num, N). AR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5), CAR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5) 

Dim DivChgRate, AARO, ACARO As Double, DOFO, FnLDOFO, P _Num, P _Seq As Integer 

P_Num=10 

ReDim AAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5). ACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5). Fnl_DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim FnLAARO, FnLACARO As Double 

ReDim FnLAAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), FnLACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim SmplO, Fnl_Smpl(), STDO, FnLSTDO, TstatO, Fnl_TstatO As Double 

ReDim STD(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5). FnLSTD(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Tstat(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Fnl_ Tstat(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5). _ 

Smpl(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5,1 To 300), FnLSmpl(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5,1 To 300) 

For i = 1 To P_Num 

Form=-5To5 

AAR(i, m) = a 
ACAR(i, m) = a 
'Fnl_AAR(i, m) = a 
'Fnl_ACAR(i, m) = a 
DOF(i, m) = a 
'Fnl_DOF(i, m) = a 
STO(i, m) = a 
'Fnl_STD(i, m) = a 

Nextm 

Next i 

Num = a 
Fori = 1 To 620 

S = Trim(Sheets("Dividend").Range("B" & i + 4)) 

If S <> "" Then 

Num = Num + 1 

Stock(Num) = S 

jthDivDateSeek = 1400 

'Sheets(Stock( num)). Range("D5: E 1300"). ClearContents 

For j = 1 To N 

DDate(Num, j) = Sheets("Dividend").Range("D" & j + i + 3) 

DivChgRate = Sheets("Dividend").Range("G" & j + i + 3) 

'IntOrFnl = Trim(Sheets("Dividend").Range("C" & j + i + 3)) 

For k = jthDivDateSeek To 1 Step-1 

Event_Date = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("A" & k + 4) 

If Event_Date = DDate(Num, j) Then 

CAR_Sum = 0 

For m = -5 To 5 

AR(Num, j, m) = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("C" & k + 4 + m) - Sheets("AIi Share").Range("C" & k + 4 + m) 

CAR_Sum = CAR_Sum + AR(Num, j, m) 

CAR(Num, j, m) = CAR_Sum 

'Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("D" & k + 4 + m) = AR(Num, j, m) 

'Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("E" & k + 4 + m) = CAR(Num, j, m) 

If DivChgRate < -0,5 Then 

P _Seq = 1 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(p _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Eiself DivChgRate < -0.2 Then 

P_Seq = 2 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 
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ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elsell DivChgRate < -0.1 Then 

P_Seq = 3 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elsell DivChgRate < -0 Then 

P_Seq =4 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elself DivChgRate = 0 Then 

P_Seq = 5 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elself DivChgRate < 0.1 Then 

P_Seq = 6 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P_Seq, m) = ACAR(P_Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elself DivChgRate < 0.2 Then 

P_Seq = 7 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P_Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P_Seq, m, DOF(P_Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elsell DivChgRate < 0.5 Then 

P_Seq = 8 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elsell DivChgRate < 1 Then 

P_Seq = 9 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Else 

P_Seq=10 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

End II 
Nextm 

jthDivDateSeek = k 

k = 1 
End If 

Next k 

Nextj 

End II 
Next i 

Fori = 1 To P_Num 

Form = -5 To 5 

If DOF(i, m) <> 0 Then 

AAR(i, m) = AAR(i, m) I DOF(i, m) 

ACAR(i, m) = ACAR(i, m) I DOF(i, m) 

End II 

For j = 1 To DOF(i, m) 

STD(i, m) = STD(i, m) + (Smpl(i, m, j) - AAR(i, m)) • 2 

Nextj 

STD(i, m) = Sqr(STD(i, m) I (DOF(i, m) - 1)) 

'Fnl_STD(i, m) = Sqr(Fnl_STD(i, m) I (Fnl_DOF(i, m) - 1)) 

Tstat(i, m) = AAR(i, m) • Sqr(DOF(i, m)) I STD(i, m) 
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'Fnl_Tstat(i, m) = FnLAAR(i, m)' Sqr(FnLDOF(i, m)) I FnLSTD(i, m) 

Sheets("stats4").Cells(m + 10, i + 1) = AAR(i, m) 

Sheets("stats4").Cells(m + 25, i + 1) = ACAR(i, m) 

'Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 10, i + 7): Fnl_AAR(i, m) 

'Sheets("stats2").Cells(m + 25, i + 7) : FnLACAR(i, m) 

Sheets("stats4").Cells(m + 10, i + 12) : Tstat(i, m) 

'Sheets("stats4").Cells(m + 10, i + 19): Fnl_Tstat(i, m) 

Nextm 

Sheets("stats4").Cells(20, i + 12) : DOF(i, 0) - 1 

'Sheets("stats2").Cells(20, i + 19) : FnLDOF(i, 0) - 1 

Next i 

End Sub 

Appendix 

2.4 T-test of Interim and Final Dividend Effects Comparison 
Option Base 1 

Sub Test_30 

Dim i, j, k, m, Num, jthDivDateSeek As Integer 

Dim S, StockO, DDateO, Event_Date, IntOrFnl As String, S_Num, N As Integer, ARO, CARO As Double, CAR_Sum As Double 

S_Num = 48 
N: 10 

ReDim Stock(S_Num), DDate(S_Num, N), AR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5), CAR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5) 

Dim DivChgRate, AARO, ACARO As Double, DOFO, Fnl_DOFO, P_Num, P_Seq As Integer 

P_Num: 3 

ReDim AAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), ACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Fnl_DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim Fnl_AARO, Fnl_ACARO As Double 

ReDim Fnl_AAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Fnl_ACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim SmplO, FnLSmpIO, STDO, Fnl_STDO, TstatO, Fnl_TstatO As Double 

ReDim STD(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), FnLSTD(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Tstat(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5). Fnl_Tstat(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), _ 

Smpl(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5, 1 To 300), Fnl_Smpl(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5, 1 To 300) 

Fori: 1 To P_Num 

Form:-5T05 

AAR(i, m): 0 

ACAR(i, m) : 0 

Fnl_AAR(i, m) : 0 

Fnl_ACAR(i, m) : 0 

DOF(i, m): 0 

FnLDOF(i, m) : 0 

STD(i, m) = 0 

Fnl_STD(i. m) : 0 

Nextm 

Next i 

Num: 0 

For i : 1 To 620 

S: Trim(Sheets("Dividend").Range("B" & i + 4)) 

If S <> "" Then 

Num = Num + 1 
Stock(Num): S 

jthDivDateSeek: 1400 

Forj: 1 ToN 

DDate(Num, j) : Sheets("Dividend").Range("D" & j + i + 3) 

DivChgRate : Sheets("Dividend").Range("G" & j + i + 3) 

IntOrFnl : Trim(Sheets("DiVldend").Range("C" & j + i + 3)) 

For k: jthDivDateSeek To 1 Step-1 

Event_Date: Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("A" & k + 4) 

If Event_Date: DDate(Num, j) Then 

CAR_Sum: 0 

Form:-5T05 

AR(Num, j, m) : Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("C" & k + 4 + m) - Sheets("AJI Share").Range("C" & k + 4 + m) 

CAR_Sum: CAR_Sum + AR(Num, j, m) 

CAR(Num, j. m) : CAR_Sum 

If DivChgRate < -0 Then 

If IntOrFnl : "INTERM" Then 
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Else 

P_Seq = 1 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

P_Seq = 1 

FnLAAR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

FnLDOF(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

FnLACAR(P _Seq, m) = FnLACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

FnLSmpl(P _Seq, m, FnLDOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

End If 

Elself DivChgRate = 0 Then 

Else 

If IntOrFnl = "INTERM" Then 

P_Seq = 2 

Else 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

P _Seq = 2 

FnLAAR(P_Seq, m) = Fnl_AAR(P_Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

FnLDOF(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

FnLACAR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

FnLSmpl(P_Seq, m, Fnl_DOF(P_Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

End If 

If IntOrFnl = "INTERM" Then 

P _Seq = 3 

Else 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

P _Seq = 3 

Fnl_AAR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

Fnl_ACAR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Fnl_Smpl(P _Seq, m, FnLDOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

End If 

End If 

Next m 

jthDivDateSeek = k 

k = 1 

End If 

Next k 

Nextj 

End If 

Next i 

Fori = 1 To P_Num 

For m = -5 To 5 

If DOF(i, m) <> 0 Then 

AAR(i, m) = AAR(i, m) I DOF(i, m) 

ACAR(i, m) = ACAR(i, m) I DOF(i, m) 

End If 

If FnLDOF(i, m) <> 0 Then 

Fnl_AAR(i, m) = Fnl_AAR(i, m) I Fnl_DOF(i, m) 

Fnl_ACAR(i, m) = FnLACAR(i, m) I FnLDOF(i, m) 

End If 

For j = 1 To DOF(i, m) 

STD(i, m) = STD(i, m) + (Smpl(i, m, j) - AAR(i, m)) '2 

Nextj 

For j = 1 To DOF(i, m) 

Fnl_STD(i, m) = FnLSTD(i, m) + (FnLSmpl(i, m, j) - FnLAAR(i, m)) '2 

Nextj 

STD(i, m) = Sqr(STD(i, m) I (DOF(i, m) - 1)) 

Fnl_STD(i, m) = Sqr(Fnl_STD(i, m) I (FnLDOF(i, m) - 1)) 

Tstat(i, m) = AAR(i, m) • Sqr(DOF(i, m)) I STD(i, m) 

Fnl_ Tstat(i, m) = FnLAAR(i, m) • Sqr(Fnl_DOF(i, m)) I Fnl_STD(i, m) 

Sheets("stats3").Cells(m + 1 0, i • 2) = AAR(i, m) 

Sheets("stats3").Cells(m + 25, i • 2) = ACAR(i, m) 
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Appendix 

Sheets("stats3").Cells(m + 10. i' 2 + 1) = FnLMR(i. m) 

Sheets("stats3").Cells(m + 25, i • 2 + 1) = Fnl_ACAR(i, m) 

Sheets("stats3").Cells(m + 10, i' 2 + 7) = Tstat(i, m) 

Sheets("stats3").Cells(m + 10, i' 2 + 8) = FnLTstat(i, m) 

Next m 

Sheets("stats3").Cells(20, i • 2 + 7) = DOF(i, 0) - 1 

Sheets("stats3").Cells(20, i • 2 + 8) = Fnl_DOF(i, 0) - 1 

Next i 
End Sub 

2.5 Percentage Change Effects 
Dividend Announcements 

Option Base 1 

Sub Test_10 

'define variables 

Dim i, j, k, m, Num, jthDivDateSeek As Integer 

of Interim and 

Dim S, StockO, DDateO, Event_Date, IntOrFnl As String, S_Num, N As Integer, ARO, CARO As Double. CAR_Sum As Double 

'S_Num is the number the stocks 

'N is the number of the dividends paying 

S_Num = 48 

N = 10 

ReDim Stock(S_Num), DDate(S_Num, N), AR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5), CAR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5) 

'while "Fnl_'*" is a variable for the final term, "." for interim 

Dim DivChgRate, MRO, ACARO As Double, DOFO, Fnl_DOFO, P _Num, P _Seq As Integer 

'P _Num is the number of ranges of the dividend change 

P_Num = 5 

ReDim MR(1 To P_Num. -5 To 5), ACAR(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), DOF(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), Fnl_DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim Fnl_MRO, Fnl_ACARO As Double 

ReDim Fnl_MR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Fnl_ACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim SmplO, FnLSmpIO, STDO, FnLSTDO, TstatO, FnLTstatO As Double 

Final 

ReDim STD(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), FnLSTD(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), Tstat(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), Fnl_Tstat(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5),_ 

Smpl(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5, 1 To 300), FnLSmpl(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5, 1 To 300) 

'set the initial values to zero 

Fori = 1 To P_Num 

Form=-5T05 

MR(i, m)=O 

ACAR(i, m) = 0 

FnLMR(i, m) = 0 

Fnl_ACAR(i, m) = 0 

DOF(i, m) = 0 

Fnl_DOF(i, m) = 0 

STD(i, m) = 0 

Fnl_STD(i, m) = 0 

Next m 

Next i 

'start the loop 

Num = 0 

Fori = 1 To 620 

'the data is put in the sheet named "Dividend" 

'read the stock name from column "8" 

S = Trim(Sheets("Dividend").Range("B" & i + 4)) 

If S <> "" Then 

'vector variable StockO is for the stock's name 

Num = Num + 1 

Stock(Num) = S 

jthDivDateSeek = 1400 

Forj= 1 ToN 

'matrix DDateO is for the dividend date, and DivChgRate for dividend change rate 

DDate(Num, j) = Sheets("Dividend").Range("D" & j + i + 3) 

DivChgRate = Sheets("Dividend").Range("G" & j + i + 3) 

'IntOrFnl means the internal or final dividend 
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IntOrFnl = Trim(Sheets("Dividend").Range("C" & j + i + 3)) 

CAR_Sum = 0 

'the loop goes from bottom to top 

For k = jthDivDateSeek To 1 Step-1 

'seek event date which is in the sheet names with the stock's name 

EveneDate = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("A" & k + 4) 

If Event_Date = DDate(Num, j) Then 

CAR_Sum = 0 

Form=-5T05 

'each Num for a stock, j for the ordial number of dividend, m for the day in the period 

'ARO is the abnonmal return, CAR cumulative abnonmal retum 

Appendix 

AR(Num, j, m) = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("C" & k + 4 + m) - Sheets("AIi Share").Range("C" & k + 4 + m) 

CAR_Sum = CAR_Sum + AR(Num, j, m) 

'investigate different situations 

'for interim dividend 

CAR(Num, j, m) = CAR_Sum 

Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("D" & k + 4 + m) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("E" & k + 4 + m) = CAR(Num, j, m) 

'AARO is average abnonmal return 

'DOFO is the numbers of sample falling into the range 

'ACARO is average cumulative abnormal return 

'for final dividend 

If IntOrFnl = "INTERM" Then 

Else 

If DivChgRate < -0.5 Then 

P_Seq = 1 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elself DivChgRate < 0 Then 

P_Seq = 2 

AAR(P_Seq, m) = AAR(P_Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elself DivChgRate = 0 Then 

P_Seq = 3 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elself DivChgRate <= 0.5 Then 

P_Seq=4 

Else 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

P_Seq = 5 

AAR(P_Seq, m) = AAR(P_Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

End If 

If DivChgRate < -0.5 Then 

P_Seq = 1 

Fnl_AAR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) = FnLDOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

FnLACAR(P _Seq, m) = FnLACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

FnLSmpl(P _Seq, m, FnLDOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j. m) 
Elself DivChgRate < 0 Then 

P_Seq = 2 

FnLAAR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

Fnl_ACAR(P _Seq, m) = FnLACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

FnLSmpl(P_Seq, m, FnLDOF(P_Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elself DivChgRate = 0 Then 

P_Seq = 3 

FnLAAR(p _Seq, m) = Fnl_AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

Fnl_ACAR(P _Seq, m) = FnLACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

FnLSmpl(P _Seq, m, FnLDOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 
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Eiself DivChgRate <= 0.5 Then 

P_Seq = 4 

Else 

FnLMR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_MR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

FnLDOF(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

Fnl_ACAR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Fnl_Smpl(P _Seq, m, Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

P_Seq = 5 

FnLMR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_MR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

FnLDOF(P _Seq, m) = FnLDOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

FnLACAR(P _Seq, m) = Fnl_ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Fnl_Smpl(P _Seq, m, Fnl_DOF(P _Seq, mIl = AR(Num, j, m) 

End If 

End If 

Nextm 

'reset the value of jthDivDateSeek shorten next loop 

'set k=1 to end this loop 

jthDivDateSeek = k 

k = 1 

End If 

Next k 

If CAR_Sum = a Then 

Sheets("stats1").Range("Z1") = i 

Sheets("stats1").Range("Z2") = j 

Exit Sub 

End If 

Nextj 

End If 

Next i 

For i = 1 To P_Num 

Form=-5T05 

'calculate each day's average abnormal return and average cumulative abnormal return for interim 

If DOF(i, m) <> a Then 

MR(i, m) = MR(i, m) I DOF(i, m) 

ACAR(i, m) = ACAR(i, m) I DOF(i, m) 

End If 

'calculate each day's average abnormal return and average cumulative abnormal return for final 

If FnLDOF(i, m) <> a Then 

Fnl_MR(i, m) = Fnl_MR(i, m) I Fnl_DOF(i, m) 

Fnl_ACAR(i, m) = FnLACAR(i, m) I FnLDOF(i, m) 

End If 

'calculate each day's standard deviation of average abnormal return for interim and final 

For j = 1 To DOF(i, m) 

STD(i, m) = STD(i, m) + (Smpl(i, m, j) - MR(i, m)) A 2 

Nextj 

For j = 1 To FnLDOF(i, m) 

Fnl_STD(i, m) = FnLSTD(i, m) + (FnLSmpl(i, m, j) - FnLMR(i, mIl A 2 

Nextj 

'calculate each day's I-statistic for interim and final 

'note the degree for 5-stat is "DOF-1" 

STD(i, m) = Sqr(STD(i, m) I (DOF(i, m) - 1)) 

Fnl_STD(i, m) = Sqr(Fnl_STD(i, m) I (Fnl_DOF(i, m) - 1)) 

Tstat(i, m) = MR(i, m) • Sqr(DOF(i, mIl I STD(i, m) 

Fnl_Tstat(i, m) = FnLMR(i, m)' Sqr(Fnl_DOF(i, m)) I FnLSTD(i, m) 

Sheets("Stats1").Cells(m + 10, i + 1) = MR(i, m) 

Sheets("Stats1").Cells(m + 25, i + 1) = ACAR(i, m) 
Sheets("Stats1").Cells(m + 10, i + 7) = Fnl_MR(i, m) 

Sheets("Stats1").Cells(m + 25, i + 7) = FnLACAR(i, m) 

Sheets("Stats1").Cells(m + 10, i + 13) = Tstat(i, m) 

Sheets("Stats1").Cells(m + 10, i + 19) = Fnl_Tstat(i, m) 

Nextm 

Sheets("Stats1").Cells(20, i + 13) = DOF(i, 0) - 1 

Sheets("Stats1").Cells(20, i + 19) = FnLDOF(i, 0) - 1 

Next i 

End Sub 
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Option Base 1 

Sub TesC50 

2.6 Size Effects of Stock Prices 

Dim i, i, k, m, Num, ithDivDateSeek As Integer 

Appendix 

Dim S, StockO, DDateO, Event_Date, IntOrFnl As String, S_Num, N As Integer, ARO, CARO As Double, CAR_Sum As Double 

S_Num = 48 

N = 10 

ReDim Stock(S_Num), DDate(S_Num, N), AR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5), CAR(1 To S_Num, 1 To N, -5 To 5) 

Dim DivChgRate, AARO, ACARO As Double, DOFO, Inc_DOFO, P_Num, P_Seq As Integer 

P _Num = 3 

ReDim AAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), ACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Inc_DOF(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim Inc_AARO, Inc_ACARO As Double, Price As Long 

ReDim Inc_AAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5), Inc_ACAR(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5) 

Dim SmplO, Inc_SmpIO, STDO, Inc_STDO, TstatO, Inc_ TstatO As Double 

ReDim STD(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), Inc_STD(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), Tstat(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5), Inc_ Tstat(1 To P_Num, -5 To 5),_ 

Smpl(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5, 1 To 300), Inc_Smpl(1 To P _Num, -5 To 5, 1 To 300) 

Fori = 1 To P_Num 

Form =-5To 5 

AAR(i, m) = 0 

ACAR(i, m) = 0 

Inc_AAR(i, m) = 0 

Inc_ACAR(i, m) = 0 

DOF(i, m) = 0 

Inc_DOF(i, m) = 0 

STD(i, m) = 0 

Inc_STD(i, m) = 0 

Nextm 

Next i 

Num = 0 

Fori = 1 To 620 

S = Trim(Sheets("Dividend").Range("B" & i + 4)) 

If S <> "" Then 

Num:= Num + 1 

Stock(Num) = S 

ithDivDateSeek = 1400 

Fori= 1 ToN 

DDate(Num, i) = Sheets("Dividend").Range("D" &j + i + 3) 

DivChgRate = Sheets("Dividend").Range("G" & i + i + 3) 

For k = jthDivDateSeek To 1 Step-1 

Event_Date = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("A" & k + 4) 

If Event_Date = DDate(Num, j) Then 

Price = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("B" & k + 3) 

CAR_Sum = 0 

For m = -5 To 5 

AR(Num, j, m) = Sheets(Stock(Num)).Range("C" & k + 4 + m) - Sheets("AlI Share"). Range("C" & k + 4 + m) 

CAR_Sum = CAR_Sum + AR(Num, i, m) 

CAR(Num, i, m) = CAR_Sum 

If DivChgRate < 0 Then 

If Price <= 1000 Then 

P_Seq = 1 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, i, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, i, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, i, m) 

Elself Price <= 5000 Then 

P_Seq = 2 

Else 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, i, m) 

DOF(P _Seq, m) = DOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P _Seq, m) = ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, i, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, i, m) 

P_Seq = 3 

AAR(P _Seq, m) = AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, i, m) 

DOF(P_Seq, m) = DOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

ACAR(P_Seq, m) = ACAR(P_Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Smpl(P _Seq, m, DOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, i, m) 

End If 
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Elself OivChgRate > 0 Then 

If Price <= 1000 Then 

P_Seq = 1 
Inc_MR(P _Seq, m) = Inc_AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

Inc_OOF(P_Seq, m) = Inc_OOF(P_Seq, m) + 1 

Inc_ACAR(P _Seq, m) = Inc_ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Inc_Smpl(P _Seq, m, Inc_OOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

Elself Price <= 5000 Then 

P_Seq = 2 

Else 

Inc_AAR(P _Seq, m) = Inc_AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

Inc_OOF(P _Seq, m) = Inc_OOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

Inc_ACAR(P _Seq, m) = Inc_ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Inc_Smpl(P _Seq, m, Inc_OOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

P_Seq = 3 

Inc_AAR(P _Seq, m) = Inc_AAR(P _Seq, m) + AR(Num, j, m) 

Inc_OOF(P _Seq, m) = Inc_OOF(P _Seq, m) + 1 

Inc_ACAR(P _Seq, m) = Inc_ACAR(P _Seq, m) + CAR(Num, j, m) 

Inc_Smpl(P _Seq, m, Inc_OOF(P _Seq, m)) = AR(Num, j, m) 

End If 

End If 

Nextm 

jthOivOateSeek = k 

k = 1 

End If 

Next k 

Nextj 

End If 

Next i 

Fori = 1 To P_Num 

Form=-5ToS 

If OOF(i, m) <> 0 Then 

AAR(i, m) = AAR(i, m) I OOF(i, m) 

ACAR(i, m) = ACAR(i, m) I OOF(i, m) 

End If 

If Inc_OOF(i, m) <> 0 Then 

Inc_AAR(i, m) = Inc_AAR(i, m) Ilnc_OOF(i, m) 

Inc_ACAR(i, m) = Inc_ACAR(i, m) Ilnc_OOF(i, m) 

End If 

For j = 1 To OOF(i, m) 

STO(i, m) = STO(i, m) + (Smpl(i, m, j) - AAR(i, m)) • 2 

Nextj 

For j = 1 To Inc_OOF(i, m) 

Inc_STO(i, m) = Inc_STO(i, m) + (Inc_Smpl(i, m, j) - Inc_AAR(i, m)) • 2 

Nextj 

STD(i, m) = Sqr(STD(i, m) I (OOF(i, m) - 1)) 

Inc_STD(i, m) = Sqr(lnc_STO(i, m) I (Inc_OOF(i, m) - 1)) 

Tstat(i. m) = AAR(i. m) • Sqr(OOF(i, m)) I STD(i, m) 

Inc_ Tstat(i, m) = Inc_AAR(i, m) • Sqr(lnc_OOF(i, mIl Ilnc_STO(i, m) 

Sheets("stats5").Cells(m + 10, i + 1) = AAR(i, m) 

Sheets("stats5'').Cells(m + 25, i + 1) = ACAR(i, m) 

Sheets("stats5").Cells(m + 41, i + 1) = Inc_AAR(i, m) 

Sheets("stats5").Cells(m + 56, i + 1) = Inc_ACAR(i, m) 

Sheets("stats5").Cells(m + 10, i + 5) = Tstat(i, m) 

Sheets("stats5").Cells(m + 25, i + 5) = Inc_Tstat(i, m) 

Nextm 

Sheets("stats5").Cells(36, i + 5) = OOF(i, 0) - 1 
Sheets("stats5").Cells(42, I + 5) = Inc_OOF(i, 0) - 1 

Next i 

End Sub 
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